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Welcome to the November 2021 issue of Global Cement Magazine - the world’s
most widely-read cement magazine. In the October 2021 issue ‘Dear Readers,’ I
cheerfully stated that never before had any issue contained so many references
to CO2. Well.... as you can see by turning to the contents page in this issue, the
October 2021 is now a distant second, such is the emphasis on CO2 mitigation
strategies ahead of the COP26 UN Climate Change Conference in Glasgow, UK,
on 31 October - 12 November 2021. Indeed, this issue contains the news that
40 cement and concrete producers have now formally committed to the Global
Cement & Concrete Association’s (GCCA) Action Roadmap to Net Zero emissions
by 2050 (Page 36). This news, essentially a restatement of the producers’ earlier
position, is clearly intended to chime well with the aims of the COP26 event.
Accordingly, Global Cement has rounded up all of the active CO2 capture, storage
and utilisation projects in the cement sector in this issue (Page 10). While many of
the projects are in their earlier stages, others are further down the line. The variety
of approaches and the sheer number that are now underway, show that cement
producers are increasingly ‘walking the walk,’ as well as ‘talking the talk.’ Elsewhere
in this issue, we look at the recently-released VDZ report into the environmental
status of the German cement sector, one of the most environmentally aware in the
world (Page 40). There’s also a call to action from India’s Udaipur Cement Works
regarding the importance of joined up approaches to data analysis (Page 52), which
the author estimates could save the Indian cement sector US$500m on thermal fuel
expenditure alone.
Meanwhile, Kobots’ CEO Peter Hartvigsen introduces the upsides of using robots
to help install cement-based boards at building sites (Page 22). As well as time
and cost savings, the approach offers sustainability benefits with respect to reduced
waste and dust emissions. Last, but by no means least, is
Global Cement’s report on the cement sectors of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (Page 57).
Peter Edwards
Editor

Enjoy the issue!
ISSN: 1753-6812
Published by Pro Global Media Ltd
Ground Floor, Octagon House, 20 Hook Road,
Epsom, Surrey, UK KT19 8TR
Tel: +44 (0)1372 743837 / Fax: +44 (0)1372 743838
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CCS

CO2 CAPTURE
& STORAGE
IN CEMENT

Global attention will soon focus on industrial decarbonisation
during the 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference
(COP26), which will take place in November 2021 in Glasgow,
Scotland, UK. Some cement producers have moved ahead
of the curve, with a number of longstanding CO2 capture
and storage projects and a burst of new ones announced
in September 2021. Here, Global Cement rounds up those
projects currently in progress.
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T

he economic, technical and logistical challenges of CO2 capture utilisation and/or
storage (CCU/S) have proved hard for widespread
adoption beyond industrial pilots and curiosities,
despite the rise of global CO2 reduction targets
since the Kyoto Protocol in 1997. This means that,
as COP26 approaches, there are still no large-scale
clinker production lines in operation anywhere
in the world that capture all of their process CO2

GLOBAL CEMENT: CCS

emissions. The few that do capture some of their
emissions are either running pilot projects or are
doing so on a partial scale.
Producers have not been lazy though. They are
well aware that the cement industry contributes
about 8% of global CO2 emissions. However, around
60% of this arises from process emissions when limestone is calcined to produce clinker. As the process
emissions are intrinsic to manufacturing Ordinary
Portland Cement, producers have, to date, generally
focused on tackling the easier-to-abate emissions
from burning fossil fuels either directly or to generate electricity, or by lowering the clinker factor of
their products.
Work on CCU/S by the cement sector has gradually gathered momentum over the past decade as
research has turned into pilots. A few of these have
turned into larger installations. Almost all have
benefitted from research funding or government
subsidies. To date, the latter have only captured a
portion of the CO2 emissions from the kilns they
source flue gas from. There is typically too much
CO2 for them to use. Hence, there is now focus on
gas pipelines to take CO2 away to sequestration
sites, as well as new capture projects associated with
hydrogen clusters in Europe and North America.
The prize of the first full-scale CCU/S commissioned at a cement plant looks set to be won in
September 2024 by the Norcem/HeidelbergCement
Brevik plant in Norway when it captures all the CO2
emissions from one of its two kilns. In the meantime the race continues.
This article will now look at some of
the current CCU/S projects in progress
in more detail. A longer list is included in
Table 1 (Pages 14-15). Note that many pilot
projects have been completed over the past
decade. These are not covered in this article.

flue gas. The unit is scheduled to be commissioned
in late 2024. At this time around 400,000t/yr of CO2
will be captured from one of the cement plant’s two
production lines.
The CO2 from Brevik will be sequestered under
the North Sea as part of the Norwegian government-backed Northern Lights project. Aker has
also won a contract from energy company Equinor
in December 2020 to deliver liquefied CO2 from
the cement plant by ship to a receiving terminal in
Øygarden, outside Bergen. At this point the CO2
will be stored intermittently before eventually being
injected into subsea geological structures via a
subsea pipeline.

LEILAC (Low Emissions Intensity Lime and
Cement)
The second stage of the LEILAC (Low Emissions
Intensity Lime and Cement) project is preparing to
become operational by 2023, with testing to run to
2025. The consortium that runs the scheme chose
HeidelbergCement’s Hannover plant in Germany
in early 2021 and the demonstration plant’s preliminary front end engineering design (Pre-FEED)
report was published in September 2021. The demonstration plant will separate 20% of the plant’s
process CO2 emissions, around 100,000t/yr, and
test the technology on a larger scale than the previous pilot at the Lixhe plant in Belgium. The project
is using Calix’s direct separation technology that
heats the limestone via a special steel reactor and
allows ‘pure’ CO2 to be captured.
Cement and lime producer members of
the consortium for the second stage include
HeidelbergCement, Lhoist, Cimpor and Cemex.

Below: A view of the Norcem
Brevik plant, arguably the site
of the cement sector’s most
well-known CCS project.
Source: Norcem website.

Norcem Brevik
HeidelbergCement’s Norcem subsidiary
in Norway is currently preparing to build
its carbon capture and storage (CCS) unit
at the Brevik cement plant. Aker Solutions
was awarded the Euro50m contract to
build the unit in late December 2020 after
the Norwegian government confirmed its
investment in the project. It will use Aker’s
amine solvent scrubbing process to absorb CO2 from the cement plant’s flue gas.
FLSmidth has also been contracted to conduct modification work at the cement plant
by making adjustments to the production
process and removing particles from the

Global Cement Magazine November 2021
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Germany-based cement plant equipment supplier
IKN is also one of the partners. The second stage has
received Euro16m of funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme. An additional Euro18m has been pledged
by HeidelbergCement, Cimpor, Lhoist and Calix.
LEILAC is only testing the capture part of
CCU/S by demonstrating a technology and process.
Any partial or full-scale installation of a Calix direct
separation unit at a cement plant would need to
have a plan with what to do with the captured CO2.

CO2MENT
Holcim’s subsidiaries in North America have been
working with Svante and Total on the CO2MENT
project at plants in the US and Canada. The initiative
has been testing Svante’s solid sorbent technology. In Canada the partners are working at the
Richmond plant in British Colombia. Here, the
project has three phases: containment, capture and
reuse. The capture phase finished in 2020 with the
installation of a pilot Svante capture unit with a
capacity of 1t/day. The reuse phase began in early
2021 and will run until 2024. It will study reuse of
the captured CO2 in concrete production, installing a CO2 liquefaction unit and preparing the
business case review for further expansion across
the business.

Right: A view of the
Lafarge Canada Richmond
plant in British Columbia,
which is participating in
the CO2MENT project.
Source: Lafarge Canada
website.
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In the US, the Department of Energy’s National
Energy Technology Laboratory awarded US$1.5m
to a sister project at the LafargeHolcim US
Florence plant in Colorado. Similar to the Canadian
project the main participants are Svante and Total
but with the addition of Oxy Low Carbon Ventures,
a subsidiary of Occidental. This project aims to
capture 2Mt/yr of CO2 from the cement plant and
to store it underground with the help of oil and gas
company Occidental. Following the announcement
in September 2020 the project was set to conduct a
feasibility study.

Hynovi
Vicat announced a carbon capture and utilisation
(CCU) collaboration with Hynamics, a subsidiary
of energy-provider Groupe EDF, in September
2021. The Hynovi project will see an integrated
unit capture CO2 to produce methanol at Vicat’s
Montalieu-Vercieu cement plant in 2025. It aims to
capture 40% of the CO2 from the kiln exhaust stack
at the plant by using an oxyfuel method and installing a 330MW electrolyser to split water into oxygen
and hydrogen for different parts of the process.
The CO2 will then be combined with hydrogen to produce methanol with potential markets
in transport, chemicals and construction. The
project plans to manufacture over 0.2Mt/yr

GLOBAL CEMENT
of methanol, about 25% of the annual requirement
of France.
The project was put forward under a call for proposals by the Important Projects of Common European
Interest (IPCEI) program. Pre-notification of its participation in the program has been received from the French
government and it is currently being evaluated by the
European Commission.

Carbon8 Systems
Vicat’s decision to choose its Montalieu-Vercieu plant
for Hynovi is interesting, as the plant already uses a
CO2NTAINER system supplied by UK-based Carbon8 Systems on an industrial scale. This system uses
captured CO2 from the plant’s flue gas emissions to carbonate cement-plant dust to produce aggregate. It was
the technology’s first commercial deployment and has
been operational since November 2020.
Carbon8 uses its Accelerated Carbonation Technology (ACT) process, which uses the captured CO2 to
mineralise various types of residues to create materials
such as aggregates for construction. In its first phase of
operation, Carbon8 said it would process and convert
up to 12,000t of cement bypass dust into construction
aggregates. Vicat would then commercially reuse the
aggregates in various applications, such as manufacturing lightweight concrete blocks.

Global Cement Magazine
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Cement Partner

Project, Location

Partners (Selected)

Method

Aalborg Portland
Cement

Project Greensand, Rørdal, Denmark

Ineos Oil & Gas Denmark, Wintershall Dea, Maersk Drilling, GEUS, Aker
Carbon Capture

Unknown

Anhui Conch

Anhui Conch, Baimashan, China

Dalian University of Technology

Solvent scrubbing

Boral

Boral Berrima, Australia

Australian Government CCUS Development Fund

Recarbonation

Buzzi Unicem

Cleanker, Vernasca, Italy

VDZ, IKN, HBC

Calcium Looping

Capitol Aggregates

CarbonFree SkyMine, San Antonio, US

CarbonFree (previously Skyonic)

Reaction with Sodium
Hydroxide

Carmeuse

Carmeuse Wallonia, Belgium

ENGIE, John Cockerill

New kiln design

Cemex

Vision Rüdersdorf, Rüdersdorf, Germany

Enertrag, Sunfire

Unknown

Synhelion-Cemex, Europe

Synhelion

Solar reactor

Cemex Victorville, US

RTI International, Carbon Clean, Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Solvent scrubbing

Cemex Balcones, US

Membrane Technology & Research

Membrane Separation

Cemex Monterrey, Mexico

Air Liquide

Cryogenic / Membranes

Cemex Chelm, Poland

Carbon Clean, Carbon Upcycling

Solvent scrubbing

Dalmia Cement

Dalmia, Ariyalur, India

Carbon Clean

Solvent scrubbing

Eagle Materials

Eagle Sugar Creek, US

Sustainable Energy Solutions

Cryogenic

HeidelbergCement

Hanson, Padeswood, UK

HyNet North West

Unknown

LEILAC, Hannover, Germany

IKN, Calix, Cimpor, Certh, Polimi, Cemex, Lhoist

Direct separation

Project ACCSESS, Górażdże, Poland

Sintef Energi

Enzyme method

Cementa Slite, Sweden

Unknown

Unknown

Norcem Brevik, Norway

Aker Solutions, FLSmidth

Solvent scrubbing

Lehigh Hanson-Redding, US

Fortera

Recarbonation

Lehigh Hanson, Edmonton, Canada

International CCS Knowledge Centre, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Solvent scrubbing

CO2MENT, Richmond, Canada

Svante, Total

Solid adsorbent

CO2MENT, Florence, US

Svante, Total, Oxy Low Carbon Ventures (Occidental)

Solid adsorbent

Holcim-Schlumberger, Unknown plant, Europe /
North America

Schlumberger

Unknown

Carbon2ProductAustria,
Mannersdorf, Austria

OMV, Verbund, Borealis

Unknown

Westküste100, Lägerdorf, Germany

EDF Deutschland, Holcim Deutschland, OGE, Ørsted Deutschland,
Raffinerie Heide, Thüga, ThyssenKrupp Industrial Solutions, Region
Heide development agency, Westküste University of Applied Sciences

Oxyfuel

Holcim Ste-Genevieve, US

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Unknown

LafargeHolcim España, Carboneras, Spain

Carbon Clean, ECCO2, Sistemas de Calor

Solvent scrubbing

Schwenk Zement

Catch4Climate, Mergelstetten, Germany

ThyssenKrupp, Dyckerhoff, HeidelbergCement, Schwenk Zement, Vicat

Oxyfuel

Taiheiyo

Taiheiyo, Kumagaya, Japan

Carbon Clean, Marubeni Corporation

Solvent scrubbing

Taiwan Cement

Taiwan Cement, Ho Ping, Taiwan

Industrial Technology Research Institute

Calcium Looping

Vicat

Hynovi, Montalieu-Vercieu, France

Hynamics/Groupe EDF

Oxyfuel

Vicat-Montalieu-Vercieu, France

Carbon8 Systems

Recarbonation

Holcim
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Stage

Capacity (Mt/yr)

Status

Storage or Utilisation Method

Completion Date

Pilot

450,000t/yr

Construction scheduled for 2027

Storage under the North Sea

2030

Pilot

50,000t/yr

Commissioned in 2018

Utilisation

2018

Pilot

Unknown

Government grant awarded in June 2021

Utilisation - Recycled concrete,
masonry and steel slag aggregates

Unknown

Pilot

Unknown

Pilot testing due to end in late 2021

N/A

2021

Partial scale

50,000t/yr

Commissioned in 2015

Utilisation - baking soda, hydrochloric
acid, bleach

2015

Planning

Unknown

Due to start in 2022 subject to funding

Utilisation (hydrogen) - Methane

2025

Announcement

Unknown

Hydrocarbon production plant planned for
commissioning in 2025

Utilisation (hydrogen) - Synthetic fuels

2030

Pilot

Unknown

Announced September 2020

Utilisation - Synthetic fuels

2023 - 2024

Pilot

Unknown

Announced February 2021

Utilisation

2023 - 2024

Pilot

Unknown

Announced November 2020

N/A

2023 - 2024

Industrial scale pilot

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

2023 - 2024

Industrial scale pilot

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

2023 - 2024

Pre-feasibility study

0.5Mt/yr

Announced in September 2019

Utilisation

2022

Pilot

30t/day

Government grant awarded in October 2021

Unknown

Unknown

Feasibility study

Unknown

Study announced in March 2021

Storage

Unknown

Industrial scale pilot

100,000t/yr

Pre-front-end engineering and design
(FEED) study completed in March 2021

N/A

2023

Pilot

Unknown

Announced September 2021

Storage - presumed as project will look at
legal side of CO2 transport

April 2025

Feasibility study

1.8Mt/yr

Construction planned to start in 2026 with
commissioned scheduled for 2030

Storage

2030

Full scale

400,000t/yr

Commissioning scheduled for late 2024

Storage under the North Sea as part of
Northern Lights project

September 2024

Partial scale

Unknown

Announcement in March 2021

Utilisation - Supplementary cementitious
material, binder

Unknown

Feasibility study

0.6Mt/yr

Completion in autumn 2021

N/A

Unknown

Pilot

1t/day

Phase three started in 2021

Utilisation
Synthetic fuels, concrete, fly ash

2024

Feasibility study

2Mt/yr

Started in mid-2020

Storage

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Announced in February 2021

Storage

Unknown

Announcement

0.7Mt/yr

Planning

Utilisation (hydrogen)
Olefins, fuels, plastics

2030

Feasibility study

N/A

Feasibility study completed in June 2021

Utilisation (hydrogen) - synthetic fuels

Unknown

Feasibility study

Unknown

Government grant awarded in October 2021

N/A

Unknown

Announcement

10%

Later stage aiming at 0.7Mt/yr capture rate

Utilisation - Agriculture

2022

Semi-industrial scale pilot

100%

Announced November 2020

Utilisation - synthetic fuels

Unknown

Demonstration project

10t/day

Scheduled to start in September 2021

N/A

Unknown

Pilot

1t/hr

Commissioned in 2013, 100,000t/yr capture
rate planned for 2030

Utilisation

2013

Full scale

40%

Under evaluation by European Commission

Utilisation (hydrogen) - methanol

2025

Partial scale

Unknown

Commissioned in November 2020

Utilistation - aggregates

2020
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Carbon8 Systems’ commercial installation in
France follows pilots in the late 2010s with CRH
in Ontario, Canada and Hanson in the UK. ACT’s
CO2 capture rate has not been publicised, although
laboratory data published in Carbon8’s promotional material suggest around a 14% uptake rate at
varying rates of CO2 concentration.
In June 2021 Carbon8 Systems and FLSmidth
signed a technology partnership with further details to be revealed in October 2021.

Cleanker
The Cleanker tested the viability of calcium looping technology for use in cement plants. Tests
were scheduled to run for 10 months, with a total
actual operating time of one month at most. It
was due to end in September 2021 and results are
yet to be published. The pilot plant for the project was inaugurated at Buzzi Unicem’s Vernasca
cement plant in October 2020. The project ran
from October 2017, was due to last four years and
had a budget of around Euro9m. The majority
of this was contributed by the European Union.
Relevant cement industry partners include the
German Cement Association (VDZ), IKN and
HeidelbergCement’s local subsidiary Italcementi.

Project Greensand
Aalborg Portland Cement announced its CCU/S
plans in September 2021 as part of its involvement in the Project Greensand consortium.
The overall plan is to explore the technical and
commercial feasibility of sequestering CO2 in
depleted oil and gas reservoirs in the Danish
North Sea, starting with the Nini West Field. The
project is still securing funding, with an Energy
Technology Development and Demonstration
Program application to the Danish government
pending. However, the Danish Parliament decided
in December 2020 to set aside a special funding

Right: View of the Aalborg
Portland Cement Rørdal plant
in Denmark, the potential
home to the CO2 capture part
of Project Greensand.
Source: Global Cement
file image.
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pool to support a CO2 storage pilot project so this
initiative seems to be making progress. If the application is successful, the consortium wants to start
work by the end 2021 and then proceed with an
offshore injection pilot from late 2022.
Aalborg Portland Cement’s involvement is
mostly unknown beyond being a partner but a
0.45Mt/yr capture unit at its Rørdal cement plant
is tentatively planned for 2027. There’s also no information on the capture method, although Aker
Carbon Capture is part of the Project Greensand
consortium.

Project ACCSESS
Another new project announced in September
2021 was a pilot carbon capture and storage (CCS)
pilot by HeidelbergCement at its Górażdże plant in
Poland. This project is part of the wider Project
ACCSESS, a consortium led by Norway’s Sintef
Energi, which aims to cut CCU/S costs and to link
CO2-emitters from mainland Europe to storage
fields in the North Sea. The cement plant in Poland
will test an enzyme-based capture method using
waste heat from the plant.

Catch4Climate
The Catch4Climate project said in late 2020 that
it had moved into the planning stage of its oxyfuel
pilot plant at the Schwenk Zement Mergelstetten
plant in Germany. Project partners include four
cement companies: Buzzi Unicem’s subsidiary
Dyckerhoff, HeidelbergCement, Schwenk Zement
and Vicat. The announcement followed the consortium signing a letter of intent with the state’s prime
minister and transport minister in Stuttgart.
The consortium intends to build and operate its
own demonstration plant on a semi-industrial scale
using the oxyfuel process to capture CO2. A future
step will then trial the utilisation of the captured
CO2 to produce so-called ‘reFuels’, climate-neutral
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synthetic fuels such as kerosene for air traffic, with
the help of renewable electrical energy.

Notable hydrogen cluster projects

Right: The Hanson Padeswood
cement plant is involved in the
HyNet North West consortium.
Source: Global Cement
file image.

A number of cement industry related CCU/S projects in Europe have been announced in connection
with hydrogen clusters. This was further promoted
by the publication of the European Union’s hydrogen strategy in mid-2020, which views hydrogen
as an essential step to decarbonising industry
and the wider economy. Most of these projects
have expressed a desire to use CCU/S at cement
plants, but give no detail on how to capture CO2 at
the cement plants.
The Carbon2ProductAustria (C2PAT) project
includes Lafarge Zementwerke, OMV, Verbund
and Borealis. The project aims to use hydrogen
produced by Verbund to allow OMV to transform
the captured CO2 into a range of olefins, fuels and
plastics. Borealis would then use some of these
products as a feedstock to manufacture plastics. The
third stage of this project would see a CCU/S unit
built at the Mannersdorf cement plant to capture all
of the 0.7Mt/yr of CO2 emitted. The project was announced in mid-2020.
In August 2020 the Westküste100 green hydrogen project said it had received funding approval
from the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs in
Germany. The plan is backed by an investment of
Euro89m, with Euro30m of this total approved for
the project’s launch in August 2020. The initiative
intends to produce green hydrogen, transport it

Right: The Cemex Balcones
plant in Texas, US, is participating in tests to assess the efficacy
of a membrane-based CO2
separation technique.
Source: Global Cement
file image.
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in the gas network, use it in industrial processes
and to interlink different material cycles within
the existing infrastructure. The consortium brings
together 10 partners: EDF Deutschland, Holcim
Deutschland, OGE, Ørsted Deutschland, Raffinerie Heide, Heide’s municipal utility, Thüga and
thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions, along with the
Region Heide development agency and the Westküste University of Applied Sciences. In a later stage
of the project, hydrogen from both electrolysis and
CO2 from a cement plant in Schleswig-Holstein
will be used in the process. During the initial phase
of the Westküste100 project, preparations will be
made for converting the Lägerdorf cement plant
to an oxyfuel combustion process. In June 2021 the
project reported that technical studies looking at
the oxyfuel process with thyssenkrupp Industrial
Solutions and Linde had been completed at the
Lägerdorf cement plant and a general assessment
had also been completed.
In February 2021 HeidelbergCement’s UK
subsidiary Hanson said that it had joined the
HyNet North West consortium. The project, led
by Progressive Energy, is being developed by a
consortium of organisations in the north-west of
England, including Cadent, CF Fertilisers, Eni UK,
Essar, INOVYN and the University of Chester. In
March 2021 Hanson confirmed that it was preparing a carbon capture and storage (CCS) study at
its Padeswood cement plant in Flintshire after it
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received Euro84m in funding. The study will support a design basis and cost estimate for a carbon
capture unit at the cement plant and a connection
to the planned HyNet North West CO2 transport
and storage system. Euro46m of the funding came
from consortium partners, while Euro38m came
from a UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) Industrial Decarbonisation Challenge grant.

Cemex and Synhelion
In September 2020 Cemex announced that it was
working with Synhelion to develop a solar reactor for cement plants and that the first pilot was
planned for 2022. The first part of the project intends to replace fossil fuel use along similar lines
to SOLPART (Solar-Heated Reactors for Industrial
Production of Reactive Particulates) in France and
Heliogen in the US.
However, the announcement also noted that the
process CO2 emissions could be ‘easily’ extracted, as
they mix with the heat transfer fluid for the setup’s
solar receiver. It then proposed using the captured
CO2 to make synthetic fuels.
Cemex also announced two projects at plants in
the US using Department of Energy funding in November 2020 and February 2021 respectively. The
first is a feasibility study to assess how Membrane
Technology & Research’s membrane separation
technique could be used at the Balcones cement
plant in New Braunfels, Texas. The second is a pilot
using Carbon Clean’s solvent scrubbing process at
the Victorville cement plant in California.

CarbonFree SkyMine
CarbonFree, previously known as Skyonic, has a
claim to having opened the world’s first commercial carbon capture and utilisation plant across
any industry when it opened its SkyMine in 2015.
It is certainly the first commercial cement sector
CCU/S unit.
The unit uses flue gas from the neighbouring
Capital Aggregates cement plant in San Antonio. It
has a CO2 capture capacity of 75,000t/yr although
the company says it captures around 50,000t/yr at
present. The unit was intended to capture CO2 from
up to 20% of the cement plant’s flue gas.
The unit makes its own sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) via the electrolytic chlor-alkali process, a
process that also liberates hydrogen gas (H2) and
chlorine gas (Cl2). It then reacts flue-gas CO2 from
the cement plant with NaOH to produce sodium bicarbonate (baking soda - NaHCO3) and, separately,
hydrogen and chlorine will be combined to produce hydrochloric acid (HCl) and bleach solution
(sodium hypochlorite - NaClO). The baking soda,
hydrochloric acid and bleach are then sold.
Since opening the SkyMine in 2015, CarbonFree
has been attempting to launch its SkyCycle process.
Its first SkyCycle plant is currently scheduled for
deployment in 2022.

References
1. Company press releases, sustainability reports and websites
2. The Skyonic SkyMine: The future of cement plant carbon capture? Global Cement Magazine, May 2015.
3. Plaza, MG; Martinez S; Rubiere F. CO2 Capture, Use, and Storage in the Cement Industry: State of the Art and Expectations.

Below: Synhelion’s 250kW solar receiver has achieved gas temperatures in
excess of 1550°C. It is shown glowing after use. Source: Synhelion.
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Interview by Peter Edwards, Global Cement Magazine

KOBOTS:

EmPowerinG Cement
Board Installer s
Peter Hartvigsen, CEO and Founder of construction robotics start-up Kobots, speaks about
his company’s plans to empower construction sector workers, including those who install
cement-based boards.

Right: The Amigo robot
speeds up cement board
installation, while providing
safety, cost and sustainability
advantages compared
to traditional approaches.

Global Cement (GC): Please could you introduce
Kobots?
Peter Hartvigsen (PH): I founded Kobots in
August 2018 to develop robotic technology for the
construction sector. My personal background is in
carpentry and I ran a construction company from
2000 to 2018. During this time, I noticed that many
skilled construction workers, be they carpenters,
window-fitters, or those installing cement-based
boards, would typically leave the sector by their
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early 40s. This is due to the high physical intensity
of the work. Either workers become injured or they
leave when they no longer want to risk injury. A
lot of training investment and experience goes to
waste.
What Kobots does is provide robotic assistance
to the sector to take some of the manual effort
out of construction. This prolongs the careers of
experienced workers, while enhancing the speed,
accuracy and safety of construction sites. It also
raises margins for construction firms, big and small.

GLOBAL CEMENT: AUTOMATION

The Amigo can be instructed to cut cement-based board - or any other sheet-based
building material - by the human via a smart
phone app. This system even works in noisy
environments.
After confirming the desired dimensions, it then cuts the board with
pinpoint accuracy. This can include
holes for windows, beams and other fixtures. It is important to point out that
the human is in control of the Amigo
at all times. It is intended for ease of use.
We call it a ‘smart tool.’

Left: Peter Hartvigsen,
CEO and Founder of KOBOTS.

GC: What are the advantages of using an
Amigo?

GC: What are some of Kobots’ major milestones?
PH: By the time I established Kobots, the basic
technology behind our ‘Amigo’ robot was nearly
at the prototype stage. Indeed, the first prototype
was in operation just before Christmas 2018. This
provided proof of concept.
After 12 months of further development, we
launched the Amigo 1.0 to the market in late 2019.
At this point, the company took on a considerable
additional workforce for sales and marketing. We
had 66 trade fairs booked for 2020.
However, the Covid-19 pandemic had other
ideas. Denmark went into lockdown the
day before the first trade fair. At this point,
I had to shrink the workforce back from 22
people to just eight. We had to dramatically
rethink our strategy, as it was clear that
trade fairs would not take place in 2020 or
2021. Indeed, it remains possible that they
will never return to their pre-pandemic levels, although I hope that’s not the case. Now
we make use of online sales platforms and
demonstrations to interested parties.

Amigo focus
GC: How does the Amigo work?

PH: As the Amigo cuts the cement-based
board, the human can take on other tasks.
This may include measuring the next section or fixing the board, which the Amigo
has just cut, to the wall. This methodology
dramatically cuts down the time taken to install the
boards on a building site. Kobots typically advises
a saving of 50% compared to a team of two workers, but clients report that the work can take as
little as 16% of their previous best practice times.
This can be achieved by using one person to cut the
board using the Amigo and distribute it to as many
as five or six other workers in different parts of
the building.
As you can imagine, this provides significant
savings to construction companies, which have
become used to wafer thin margins. All Amigo
users differ, but the most efficient among our clients

Left: The Amigo
robot is controlled
via a smart phone app
and by voice command.

PH: The Amigo robot is intended, as its
name suggests, as a ‘friendly’ non-human
assistant on the job-site. It works with construction workers in a collaborative way.
Indeed, the name Kobots comes from the
Danish for ‘collaborative robots.’
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reported that its return on investment was 32 days.
The Amigo costs Euro25,000 to buy, which is the
typical approach for larger firms. Smaller ones can
rent an Amigo for the duration of a specific project.
Another advantage is that Amigo saves the
workers from excessive board handling, which
reduces the risk of injury. Workers are kept away
from the noise and dust of the saw, which improves
working conditions markedly.
The accuracy of the Amigo is also superior to
that of a human. The edges are clean and sharp,
with no dust at all. The precision is +/- 1.0mm. You
can programme it to cut at 125.7mm from the edge
of the board. No human has the time or hand-eye
coordination to cut at 125.7mm and will most likely
end up rounding the measurement to 126mm.
There are also opportunties here to reduce waste
board. Early indications point to a 30% reduction.
This obviously has big environmental and cost advantages for the construction firm, the client and
society as a whole.
GC: What help does the Amigo need from the
human?
PH: The Amigo needs to be fed with new board
once it has finished cutting the previous one. This
may sound onerous and some clients have even
asked us to provide an automatic loader. However,
this would almost quadruple the cost of the equipment. In any case, a board feeder would have to be
loaded by a human. That person’s time is far better
spent moving the board from a pile directly onto
the Amigo!
Below: The Amigo can be
fully assembled in less
than 10 minutes.

GC: What can go wrong when using an Amigo?
PH: While the Amigo is very robust and easy to use,

problems can arise. For example, there are simple
procedures to go through if you lose the WiFi connection between the Amigo and the phone, or if
you input the wrong information. Users frequently
call us without having remembered or looked up
how to reset the machine. Another tendency is for
users to rush in and get ahead of themselves.
Overall, I would say that the main thing that
can go wrong with Amigo is the same as any smart
device, a printer, photocopier or smart watch...
operator error! This is why proper training is important. Otherwise users won’t get the most out of
the equipment.
GC: Are there situations in which the Amigo can
actually cost the user time?
PH: This can happen in some situations, usually in
smaller companies that work on individual houses.
If it wants to use Amigo for cement-based board on
Monday, roofing tiles on Tuesday and gypsum wallboard on Wednesday, the periods where the Amigo
is actually being used will be fairly limited. There
are times when it might be easier to simply employ
someone to do the work instead. At the end of the
day, the Amigo is a tool like any other. If you don’t
use it correctly, it won’t fulfil its potential.
GC: What intellectual property protections does
Kobots have in place for the Amigo?
PH: Kobots is very well covered with respect
to patents for the Amigo. We have issued five
international patents in Japan, China, the EU, the
US, Canada and Australia, and there are a number of Danish patents pending. The patents cover
crucial aspects of the frame and hardware, the
fact that the cutting device is connected wirelessly
to the smart phone, as well as the structure of the
instruction templates. These are the key to making
the Amigo easy to use. This contrasts with how
computer controlled manufacturing usually works,
where you have to input instructions from scratch
or transfer them from computer-aided design software. At the end of the day, it is the worker on site
who knows the exact next measurement for a piece
of board, not the designer of the building.
GC: How are Amigo robots manufactured?
PH: We assemble Amigos to order from components supplied by external partners. Some parts are
specific to the Amigo and some are off the shelf.
Everything is then tested and calibrated by Kobots,
with a time from order to delivery of 3-4 weeks.
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Markets and roll-out
GC: Where are Kobots’ main markets?
PH: To date we have dispatched around 20 machines
to clients in Denmark and five to Norway. We are
also engaged in productive discussions with a large
German house-builder regarding three projects in
that country. We also have an important partnership with James Hardie regarding a gypsum-based
fibreboard product. Amigo cuts this with zero dust.
James Hardie even advises the users of this product
to consider using the Amigo.
GC: Where are the company’s main target
markets for the future?
PH: The short answer is the US, which still leads
the world in board-based construction. Of course
we will also look for opportunities in Europe and
elsewhere, but breaking the US would be huge for
Kobots. We truly believe that the potential for the
Amigo is huge.
GC: Is it fair to say that Amigo is best suited to developed markets in which labour costs are high?
PH: The obvious answer is ‘Yes.’ It is a major driver
behind the uptake of Amigos in developed markets.
However looking more deeply, developing markets,
including many that are only just coming round
to the idea of board-based construction systems,
are also important for Kobots in the longer term.
Here it is not the labour cost that will encourage use
of the Amigo, but the lack of experienced labour.

Right: An Amigo being
used in a 300m2 architectdesigned villa in Odense,
Denmark.
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This, coupled to our approach of using practical
and low-cost technology, means that we have the
opportunity to go in with board-based methods
‘on the ground floor’ and develop the market for
Amigo alongside it. This will encourage uptake
in developing markets, while lowering costs and
avoiding many of the safety and sustainability pitfalls experienced in developed markets.
GC: What’s next for Kobots?
PH: The company has now re-expanded back to 22
staff and we are expanding our presence. While the
delay due to Covid-19 has been very frustrating,
I believe we are in a good position for the future,
with other products set to be released in the coming years. All of these will act to speed up existing
construction methods and empower the workforce
at large.
The Amigo, and devices like it, will allow the
construction sector, where productivity has barely
improved in 50-60 years, to evolve into the 21st
Century. At the end of the day, Kobots’ mindset
is about empowerment. Allowing and encouraging
our workers to be better versions of themselves, will
benefit the company many times over. The same
is true on the construction site. We are providing
tools to ensure that workers’ expertise continues to
be of value for generations to come.
GC: Thank you for your time and insights today
Peter.
PH: You are very welcome...Peter.
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RWM
2021:

REVIEW

Global Cement visited the RWM (Resource and Waste Management) show on 22-23
September 2021 at the UK’s NEC, to find out what real-world trade shows now look like.

1: Overview of the RWM
exhibition. The aisles were not
carpeted, ’to avoid waste.’
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RWM

is a well-established annual
resource and waste management exhibition that covers waste collection and
processing, recycling, alternative fuels and energy
from waste. Everyone was checked on arrival to
make sure that they were fully-vaccinated, or they
were tested on-the-spot using quick lateral flow
tests. Once they had passed the checks, each person
was given a festival-style wrist band to prove it, the
colour of which was different for each day.
Once inside, masks were almost entirely absent, although they were more in evidence at more
crowded places like shops, restaurants and toilets.
Exhibitors from overseas expressed surprise that
masks were not being more widely worn, but they
didn’t wear masks either. It seemed that the exhibition hall was large enough and well-ventilated
enough that it was effectively outside.
The event attracted 400 exhibitors and had 11
dedicated lecture theatres on a variety of topics.
The seminars were mostly well-attended. The first
day of the event was busier than the second, with
some exhibitors reporting very good numbers of
prospects and an apparent ‘pent-up-demand’ feeling to enquiries.
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Alternative fuels for cement production
With regards to the cement industry’s use of alternative fuels, three trends were in evidence. Firstly,
chemical synthesis from both industrial and municipal waste is set to become a big trend in the
future - impacting the alternative fuels industry
through competition, and higher prices, for higherquality waste streams.
Secondly, developing countries are slowly organising their own human-intensive job-creating
waste-collection systems - with the help of charities
such as WasteAid - which may create sustainable
alternative fuels supply options for cement companies while increasing employment and decreasing
the devastating environmental impact of ‘fugitive’
plastics (such as hard-to-collect sachets) in those
countries.
Thirdly and finally, it is clear that the Covid19 pandemic has permanently changed working
practices within the cement industry. Meetings that
would have taken place in person can now often
be done virtually, while it is now standard practice
to be asked to take a Covid-19 test on arrival at a
cement plant to be allowed entrance. At the same
time, there is still an appetite to meet-face-to-face,
including socially outside of working hours.
All-in-all, it was worth making the journey - and
proof that real-world events are back!
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2: Staff at John King Chains enjoyed the event, including sales director William Wadsworth
(second from right).
4: Welding Alloys Group’s hard facing and wear protection is widely used in the global cement
industry.

3: Executives at Saxlund, alternative fuels handling systems providers, at RWM.

5: Daniela Magnati of Molinari Shredders.
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6

7
6: Dora Litja and Peter Wallenius of shredder manufacturer
BMH Technology Oy, Finland.

7: Nathan Hughes of Alfred H Knight Energy Services.

8: Luca Loda of Turboden, manufacturers of waste heat recovery systems.

9: Manuel Mendes of CMW Foundries, specialists in
castings for extreme wear.

8

9
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10: A view of the Energy from Waste zone at RWM.
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Germany: Cemex launches Insularis concrete range

C

emex Zement has launched Insularis cement-free concretes, a product
range suitable for use in building insulating components. The range includes lightweight concretes Insularis Supra and Insularis Infra. Due to its low
bulk density, Insularis Infra currently requires special case-by-case or projectrelated approval for use in Germany. The company said that it produces
Insularis concretes from a mix of recycled and natural raw materials. It added
that Insularis is itself 100% recyclable.

Spain: Hanson offloads Balearic plants

H

anson Spain has agreed to sell its Madrid quarry and three ready-mix
concrete plants in the Balearics to Cemex España. The buyer said that
the investments promise a high return and are part of the strategic global
strengthening of its vertically-integrated positions near high-growth
urban centres. It expects the deal to close in early 2022.
Hanson has also sold its aggregates and ready-mix concrete assets in
Asturias, Catalonia and Madrid to different buyers. Parent company HeidelbergCement had announced a review of its Spanish assets, which had
a value of around Euro300m, on 22 February 2021.

Poland: Solar installation for Cemex site

C

emex Poland has established a new 50kW solar power plant at its
Pruszków ready-mix concrete production plant in Masovian Voivodeship. The company says that it is planning other investments to retrofit
renewable energy systems into its operations across Poland.

UK: Hanson delivers
1Mm3 to Hinkley C

H

anson has now delivered
more than 1Mm3 of ready
mixed concrete to the site of
the upcoming Hinkley Point
C nuclear power plant in
Somerset, England. It has
also delivered 171,000t of cement, 5Mt of aggregates and
443,000t of sand. Its Port Talbot
site in Neath Port Talbot has
supplied 230,000t of Regen
ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBFS) for use in
concrete production, reducing
the product’s CO2 footprint by
a total of 200,000t compared
with concrete produced using
ordinary traditional OPC-based
concrete blends.

US: TCEQ corrects silica limit error

T

he Texas Commission on Environment Quality has discarded legal limits on crystalline silica in ready-mix concrete plants’ dust emissions. The
change follows an earler rule change made due to a ‘clerical error’ in 2012
that went uncorrected for nine years.

Interested in
concrete?

Canada: ECOPact pledge for affordable housing

H

abitats for Humanity has partnered with Lafarge Canada for its annual affordable housing fundraiser in Kingston, Ontario. The partners
will raise US$21,700 over 27 days to support the construction of sustainable housing in Eastern Canada. Lafarge Canada has pledged 80m3 of its
ECOPact reduced-CO2 concrete to the project.
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India: 11,500t/day kiln contract for FLSmidth

S

hree Cement has hired FLSmidth to supply a 11,500t/day kiln
line for its planned Nawalgarh, Rajasthan, cement plant. The
line will consist of a six-stage preheater and a three-pier kiln. The
supplier will also deliver an OK vertical roller mill, which it says
has a 5-10% lower energy consumption than a standard vertical
roller mill. The project focuses on sustainable production and
emissions control. Shree Cement has opted for JetFlex burners
to give the lowest possible nitrous oxide emissions for various
fuel types.
Shree Cement managing director Prashant Bangur said
“Based on the experience of working with FLSmidth on the
installation of a 9,000t/day pyro system at the Raipur, Chhattisgarh, cement plant earlier this year, we felt confident about
approaching Carsten Riisberg Lund and his team regarding the
Rajasthan project.” He added “Being recognised as a Sustainability Champion by the World Economic Forum is a testament of
our emphasis on sustainability at every stage of our operations.
The new line will push that agenda even further in terms of lowering the benchmarks on energy consumption and emissions,
and thereby reducing our environmental footprint.”

Turkey: Sintek to construct
Mersin line

M

edcem has chosen Sintek
Group to build a new 9000t/
day production line at its integrated
Mersin cement plant. Sintek Group’s
part of project has a budget of
US$128m. The supplier will provide
civil works, mechanical equipment
manufacturing, supply and assembly,
technological manufacturing and
assembly, structural steel manufacturing and assembly, auxiliary equipment
supply and commissioning services.
Medcem, a subsidiary of Eren Holdings, previously said that the overall
project to upgrade its Mersin plant has
a budget of over US$200m. It originally
intended to start construction work in
mid-2021, with commissioning scheduled for early 2023.

Oman: PEG to build new
line for Oman Cement

O

Germany: Aumund launches PREMAS 360°

A

umund has announced the launch of its PREMAS 360°
packages. The three packages – basic, advanced, premium combine quality Aumund all-around maintenance and inventory
management support, extended warranties, physical inspections,
cutting-edge Industry 4.0 monitoring of Aumund and other conveying equipment, technical training, emergency remote support and
consultation programmes.
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man Cement Company will spend
US$300m on the new 10,000t/day
Line 4 as part of the upcoming upgrade
and expansion of its Rusayl cement
plant in Muscat governorate. The Oman
Observer newspaper has reported that
Switzerland-based PEG Resources will
carry out the work. Oman Cement Company CEO Salem bin Abdullah al Hajri
said that the new line will help Oman
to achieve cement self-sufficiency
by 2024.
The company said “The new 10,000t/
day production line will be the largest in
Oman and will have more cost-effective
production, for the company to sustain
its success and competitiveness in the
local and international cement markets
in the long run.” It added “The company
will focus on utilising state-of-the-art
production technology resulting in
lower power consumption, potential
for waste heat recovery, higher fuel
efficiency, realisable use of alternative
fuels, improved productivity and the
best environmental standards.”
Oman Cement Company is also
expanding the Rusayl plant’s Line 3 by
25% to 5000t/day from 4000t/day, prior
to decommissioning its other two lines.
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World: GCCA members commit to reduced emissions ahead of COP26

F

orty cement and concrete producers, representing 80% of concrete production outside of China
in 2020, have together affirmed their commitment to
the Global Cement and Concrete Association (GCCA)’s
Roadmap to Net Zero concrete decarbonisation
strategy. The roadmap’s seven-point plan consists of:
1. Increased cement plant efficiency, which should
eliminate 22% of emissions; 2. Increased concrete
production efficiency (11%); 3. Adjustments to cement
and binders (9%); 4. Decarbonisation of raw materials
(11%); 5. CO2 capture and storage (CCS) (36%); 6. A
transition to renewable energy (5%) and; 7. The natural
recarbonation of concrete (6%).
Besides full decarbonisation by 2050, the strategy
provides for a 25% reduction in the global concrete
sector’s CO2 emissions by 2030 and the elimination
of 4.9Bnt of CO2 emissions by 2030 alone. The GCCA
called the new commitment a ‘significant acceleration’
of cement and concrete producers’ on-going decarbonisation efforts, and said that it represented ‘the
biggest global commitment by any industry’ to carbon
neutrality. Acknowledging the burden on cement pro-

ducers, the GCCA called on downstream companies
and governments to support the industry’s transition.
GCCA member China National Building Material
(CNBM) CEO Cao Jianglin said “This is a landmark for
industry co-operation in decarbonisation. As part of
a global industry, it will need collaboration across our
sector to achieve it. As one of the leading cement and
concrete producers in China, we will play our part in
decarbonising the industry.”

Russia: Holcim outlines CO2 aims

Belgium: LEILAC puts cost on CCS

H

T

olcim Russia has committed to realising a 15%
CO2 emissions reduction in its cement production
between 2019 and 2030 to 475kg/t from 561kg/t. It
plans to further reduce its cement’s CO2 emissions to
453kg/t by 2050, and to implement further measures
to ensure its net carbon neutrality at that time.

he low-emissions intensity lime and cement
(LEILAC) consortium has published the results
of its LEILAC-1 carbon capture and storage (CCS)
study at HeidelbergCement’s Lixhe cement plant in
Visé (below). The study found the cost of capture
to be Euro14 – 24/t of CO2. It found that full-chain
CO2 mitigation projects incur costs of
Euro39-80/t, depending on transport
and storage selections.
EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS)
safety
credits cost ~Euro60/t in October 2021.

Your plant has its quality and
assurance management certified. Your
mission statement says its all. Your
compliance manager is taking care. Good!
Unfortunately, certifiers’ knowledge of coal
grinding-related fire and explosion protection
normally isn’t that good.

As investigated all over the world, fire
and explosion protection of coal grinding
systems are almost never effective nor in
compliance with the certification issued.
Ask for help!

www.coalmillsafety.com
info@coalmillsafety.com
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Spain: Consumption rebounds

C

onsumption of cement in the first eight
months of 2021 was 9.58Mt nationally,
up by 13% year-on-year from 8.48Mt in
the first eight months of 2020. The Spanish
Cement Industry Association (Oficemen)
says that consumption remained 2% below
pre-Covid-19 outbreak levels in the corresponding period of 2019. The El Economista
newspaper has reported that the association
has forecast full-year cement consumption
of 14.6Mt in 2020, slightly below the full-year
2019 figure of 14.7Mt.
In 2022, Oficemen forecast year-on-year
demand growth of 3 - 5%, due in part to the
positive impacts of the EU post-Covid-19outbreak recovery fund. It warned of the
increasing burden of rising electricity prices
and CO2 emissions fees and called for
‘structural reforms’ to mitigate their drag on
growth.

L
BI-META
AND
WEARS
CASTING

Portugal: Cimpor goes solar

C

impor has announced plans for the establishment of 1MW solar power plants
at each of its three cement plants in Portugal.
The Dinheiro Vivo newspaper has reported
that the measure comes under a planned
Euro130m investment package in upgrades
to its cement operations before 2030. The
plans include the expansion of the solar
power plants to a capacity of 10MW by 2025.
Additionally, the producer will install two
waste heat recovery (WHR) plants with a
combined capacity of 8MW at its Alhandra
and Souselas cement plants. The company
is aiming to reduce its indirect CO2 emissions by 30%. It also has an alternative fuel
(AF) substitution rate target of 70% by 2030
- compared to 3% in 2020, when it used
150,000t of AF.

Reichelstrasse 23
D-39124 Magdeburg
Germany
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UK: Ribblesdale runs with net-zero CO2 emissions in trial run

T

he Mineral Products Association (MPA) has announced the
successful completion of a trial of cement production using a
net-zero fuel mix consisting of hydrogen and refuse-derived fuel
(RDF) at Hanson’s Ribblesdale, Lancashire, cement plant. The RDF
in the mix consists of meat and bone meal (MBM) from the food
industry and glycerol from biodiesel production.
Increased alternative fuel (AF) substitution is one of seven key
levers in the MPA’s Roadmap Beyond Net Zero emissions reduction strategy. The association says that the fuel will eliminate
180,000t/yr of CO2 emissions from the Ribblesdale plant’s operations when fully implemented. The project received Euro3.71m in
government funding.
Hanson’s environmental sustainability manager Iain Walpole
said “We are delighted to be involved with this world-leading
project, which is a further example of our commitment to cutting
CO2 emissions.” He added “It will also contribute to our ambition
of supplying net zero carbon concrete by 2050.”

Greece: Titan signs SBTi’s 1.5°C pledge

T

itan Cement has signed the Science-Based Targets Initiative (SBTi)’s Business Ambition for 1.5°C pledge. In so doing, it joins the UN’s Race to Zero
campaign for collaboration towards a global zero-CO2 future. The group’s
decarbonisation plans consist of an increased reliance on alternative fuel
(AF), accelerated energy efficiency improvement efforts and a shift to lowcarbon products and processes.
Titan Cement said “Through the participation in European and international consortia, as well as through collaborations in research and
development projects, Titan will continue to develop low-carbon cementitious products and pilot carbon capture technologies in its plants, actively
contributing to the industry’s ambition for a carbon-neutral future.”

Croatia: Holcim to invest in low-CO2 production

H

olcim Croatia plans to invest Euro1.28m to upgrade the dosing equipment of its Koromačno cement plant’s kiln line. The
planned upgrade will enable the line to increase the proportion
of alternative materials used in its cement production, thus equipping the plant for low-carbon cement production. Innovation
Norway has granted the producer Euro441,000 towards the cost
of the project.

Spain: New President for
Oficemen

O

ficemen, the Spanish cement association, has elected José Manuel Cascajero
Rodríguez as its president. He succeeded Víctor
García Brosa, general director deputy to the
chief executive officer (CEO) of the Cementos
Portland Valderrivas Group, in the role. Cascajero Rodríguez has been in post since July 2021.
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Italy: Colacem shuts grinding plant

C

olacem stopped grinding cement at its Maddaloni Plant
in Campania at the start of October 2021. The unit is now
set to be converted into a sales and logistics site. The cement
producer purchased the Maddaloni plant from Italcementi
in mid-2018 as part of the measures required by the Italian
Competition Authority when Italcementi acquired Cementir.
The kiln at the plant was later shut down in early 2019.

NEWS: EUROPE
Poland: Construction starts at
Lafarge Małogoszcz

L

afarge Poland has laid the foundation
stone for a new Euro100m kiln line at its
Małogoszcz cement plant. The replacement
of the three existing kilns and installation of
an alternative fuel (AF) line aims to reduce
the plant’s CO2 emissions by 20% and its energy consumption by 33%. The company, a
subsidiary of Switzerland-based Holcim, aims
to make the cement plant into one of the
European Union’s most modern. China
National Building Material (CNBM) subsidiary
Nanjing Kisen International Engineering will
carry out the work, which is scheduled for
completion in early 2023.
Project director Krzysztof Byczyński said
“One of the three kilns has already been
demolished and in its place a new kiln will
be built with the necessary installations. Preparatory works for the construction of a new
kiln are currently underway.”

Today’s most
advanced
intermediate
diaphragm
for modern
grinding plants

France: Hoffmann Green
Cement quintuples sales

H

offmann Green Cement Technologies
recorded sales of Euro540,000 in the
first half of 2020, more than five times the
Euro96,000 recorded in the first half of 2020.
Its cement sales were 1880t, more than double its first-half cement sales in 2020. During
the period, its order book grew by 29% to
200,000t from 155,000t at 31 December
2020. The company recorded negative earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation
and amortisation (EBITDA) of Euro2.56m, up
by 22% from Euro2.10m in the first half of
2020. Its loss declined by 39% to Euro2.68m
from Euro4.14m.

Monobloc® design
Hardened rolled steel

Benelux: EcoBati to distribute
Hoffmann Green Cement

Separation of air and material flows

B

elgium-based building supplies chain
EcoBati has signed a distribution agreement with France-based Hoffmann Green
Cement Technologies. The producer will supply its H-Iona clinker-free cement for EcoBati
to sell online and in its shops in Belgium,
Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
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SUSTAINABLE
DEUTSCHLAND?
VDZ, the German Cement Association, has released its Environmental Data report for the
nation’s cement sector in 2020, a year like no other. Global Cement looks at the report and
what it tells us about one of the world’s most environmentally-aware cement sectors...

T
Below: German climate change
protesters hold a banner that
translates as
‘Leaving coal in the ground
is a win for the climate.’
Credit: Firn / Shutterstock.com

he recently published report ‘Environmental
Data of the German Cement Industry 2020’ from
VDZ shows how cement manufacturers in Germany
are aiming to meet the latest environmental policy
targets. Their aims come under three major topics:
Climate neutrality by 2050, the preservation of primary raw materials and control of air pollution. The
association acknowledges that the road to climate
neutrality will involve the cement industry having
to reduce its CO2 emissions to an unprecedented

extent, in a country that came face to face with the
stark effects of climate change in July 2021. Flash
floods ripped through North Rhine Westphalia and
Rhineland-Palatinate, killing 196 people and leaving
an estimated Euro10bn of damage in their wake.

Capacity introduction
The VDZ’s report states that Germany produced
35.5Mt of cement in 2020, an increase of 3.8% yearon-year compared to 34.2Mt in 2019. It exported
6.0Mt and imported 1.0Mt in 2020,
meaning that it consumed approximately 30.5Mt of cement.
The country produced 24.7Mt
of clinker from 36 preheater kilns,
two kilns with grate preheaters and
eight shaft kilns in 2020. The combined capacity of the 36 kilns with
preheaters is 99,060t/day, representing around 96.3% of the total. This
provides Germany with some of the
most modern and advanced cement
production equipment in the world.

Raw materials
The German cement sector consumed 39.9Mt of limestone, chalk
and marl in 2020. The second-largest component was granulated blast
furnace slag (GBFS), of which the
sector consumed 6.4Mt. Other cementitious materials used included
250,000t of fly ash and 164,000t of
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oil shale. Natural gypsum and anhydrite contributed 0.93Mt, while the
sector also used 193,000t of flue gas
desulphurisation gypsum.
The high volume of GBFS used
hints at a high proportion of CEM II
cements used in Germany. Indeed,
the proportion of these produced in
the country has increased dramatically over the past 15 years (Figure
1), taking the dominance away from
CEM I. The volumes of CEM III cements has also increased, although
not as dramatically. Cement products that contain one or more SCMs
comprised nearly three quarters of
cement deliveries in 2020, compared
to 47.4% in 2005.

Fuels
The German cement sector used
96 million GJ of thermal energy
in 2020, the same as it did in 2019
and slightly above the 94.4 million GJ used in 2011.
In 2020 the proportion of this amount that was
provided by alternative fuels was 69.2% (66.4 million
GJ), this represents further significant improvement from an already strong 61.1% alternative fuels
in 2011.
Fossil fuels provided the 30.8% balance of the
thermal energy needed (29.6 million GJ), with the
majority of this from lignite (19.0 million GJ, 19.6%)
and coal (6.6 million GJ, 6.8%). This represents a significant decrease in the volumes of coal and lignite

used compared to a decade earlier. In 2011 some 10
million GJ were provided by coal and 23.7 million
GJ were provided by lignite. It seems that the sector
is, to some extent, listening to climate change protesters’ messages (see Page 38).

Above: The recently-renovated
HeidelbergCement
Burglengenfeld plant
in Bavaria is one of the
most modern in Germany.
Credit: HeidelbergCement.

Embodied energy
The specific energy in cement that was made in
Germany in 2020 was 2.733MJ/t, a 1.4% reduction
compared to 2019. This metric, a measure of energy efficiency, has generally declined since 2000,

2020
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2016

Left - Figure 1: German cement
deliveries by type, 2005 - 2020.
Source: Environmental
Data of the German
Cement Industry 2020, VDZ.
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2020
2019

Right - Figure 2: Fuels used
by German cement industry,
2011 - 2020.
Source: Environmental
Data of the German
Cement Industry 2020, VDZ.
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as shown in Figure 4, a small blip in 2006 notwithstanding.
Figure 5 shows the electrical consumption of the
sector over the same time interval. It exhibits a stark
increase in 2010, possibly as the result of higher
energy requirements from the use of higher proportions of SCMs.

riod, from nearly 650kg of CO2 per tonne of cement
in 2005 to around 580kg/t in 2020.
This highlights the conundrum faced by cement
sectors everywhere. If one of the most environmentally-conscious cement sectors, making myriad
efforts to reduce emissions, has only managed to
tread water over 15 years using ‘traditional levers,’
more dramatic solutions are required. Hence the
VDZ is now calling for assistance with CCS solutions and infrastructure.
“What we urgently need now to continue on
our chosen path towards achieving climate-neutral
cement production are appropriate and reliable
framework conditions,” stresses Christian Knell,
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German cement sector CO2 emissions in 2020 came
to 20Mt. This was slightly above the level seen in
2019 due to increased production, but almost exactly the same as in 2005 (Figure 6). However, the
sector’s specific CO2 emissions fell over the same pe-

MSW = Municipal Solid Waste.
MBM = Meat & Bone Meal.

40

Energy (million GJ)

CO2 emissions

Right - Figure 3: Volumes of
alternative fuels used by German
cement industry, 2020.
Source: Environmental
Data of the German
Cement Industry 2020, VDZ.
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Left - Figure 4: Specific
thermal energy consumption of
the German cement industry,
2000-2020.
Source: Environmental
Data of the German
Cement Industry 2020, VDZ.
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Left - Figure 5: Electrical
energy consumption of the
German cement industry,
2000-2020.
Source: Environmental
Data of the German
Cement Industry 2020, VDZ.
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funds to finance necessary investments are a cause
for concern,” says Knell. VDZ says that this makes
it all the more important for civil society, policymakers, scientists and economists to pull together
to find solutions which can be implemented with
relative ease, especially ones that can be implemented quickly.

Below - Figure 6: Absolute and
specific CO2 emissions of the German cement sector, 2000-2020.
Source: Environmental
Data of the German
Cement Industry 2020, VDZ.
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President of VDZ, who adds that this applies in
particular to the further development of renewable
energies and power grids as well as the creation of
a functioning CO2 infrastructure that is fit for purpose. This will not be the work of an instant, a point
that several have previously made in these pages.
“The often bureaucratic and complex processes
involved in approval procedures and applications for

2020
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US: GCC to convert Trident cement plant to Portland
limestone cement production in 2022

G

CC plans to fully convert production at its 0.35Mt/yr Trident cement
plant in Montana to Portland limestone cement (PLC) production in early
2022. The producer estimates that the conversion will reduce the plant’s CO2
emissions by 25,000t/yr.
“We believe that our industry must continue to provide the homes, roads
and infrastructure that shape our world while, simultaneously, addressing the
challenge of climate change,” said Ron Henley, president of GCC’s US division.
“PLC is one piece of the puzzle to reduce greenhouse gases. Concrete made
with PLC is a resilient material that easily meets the needs of our customers
for generations to come.” He added that GCC signed the Global Cement and
Concrete Association’s (GCCA) net zero pledge earlier in 2021.

US: Central Plains Cement receives US$5m in
government funding for 30t/day cryogenic carbon
capture installation at Sugar Creek cement plant

T

he US Department of Energy has selected Central Plains Cement to receive
US$5m-worth of funding to realise its plans for a cryogenic carbon capture
(CCC) installation at its Sugar Creek, Missouri, cement plant. Contify Energy
News has reported that the system will initially have a capacity of 30t/day of
CO2, with a view to eventually capturing 95% of the plant’s flue gas’ CO2 content. The Eagle Materials subsidiary will receive US$5m in funding from the
US Department of Energy for the project. The sum is part of a raft of a total of
US$45m-worth of grants to help towards decarbonising heavy industry and
natural gas power. Chart Industries will carry out the work.
Chart Industries CEO and President Jill Evanko said that the company’s CCC
model increases cement production costs by just 24%, compared to 38-130%
for other types of system. She added “We are delighted that public and private
entities recognise Chart as a leader in carbon capture technologies and products; we view this award as well as our third quarter 2021 commercial activity
as meaningful steps and accelerators toward capturing - pun intended - a significant share of the anticipated US$6bn total addressable market for carbon
and direct air capture in 2030.”
The St Louis Post newspaper has reported that Holcim US’s Ste-Genevieve,
Missouri, cement plant is also among facilities chosen to receive funding for
carbon capture and storage (CCS) installations.

Mexico: Cemex
counts cost of
Covid-19 in 2021

C

emex CEO Fernando
Gonzalez has estimated
that the impacts of the
Covid-19 outbreak will cost
the group US$100m in 2021.
Gonzalez attributed the anticipated negative effect on
full-year earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation
and amortisation (EBITDA) to
supply chain disruptions and
currency effects, especially on
the Mexican Peso, as well as
delays to projects globally.

Jamaica: Growth
Tech Special Projects
licenced for 50,000t
of cement imports

T

he Ministry of Industry, Investment and Commerce
has granted Growth Tech
Special Projects a licence to
import 50,000t of cement from
Turkey before 31 December
2021. The Gleaner newspaper
has reported that the nation’s
other cement importer, Buying House, holds a licence
to import 120,000t/yr. Sole
producer Caribbean Cement
is in the process of expanding
its 1Mt/yr Rockfort cement
plant’s capacity to 1.4Mt/yr.
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Dominican Republic: Domicem
orders new line for Palenque
cement plant from Sinoma

New star VICAT
apparatus for the production
of high-quality cement mortar

D

omicem has signed an engineering,
procurement and construction contract
with China-based Sinoma Construction for a
3500t/day clinker production line at its Palenque
plant. The scope of the project includes a production line, from raw material feeding to the clinker
warehouse and the transformation of the cement
mill workshop. The Chinese engineering company previously built the first production line at
the site. Domicem’s parent company Colacem
said in March 2021 that it was preparing to invest
US$120m towards doubling the production capacity of the Palenque cement plant.

Made in Germany

Computer-controlled VICAT
needle apparatus with 12 measuring places, fully automatic according to ASTM C191 and EN 196-3
• 12 measuring places, fully automatic
(also available with 4, 8, 10 measuring
places)
• Base unit is built into the table with the control unit
and standard software for programmable test sequences and for data recording
• The unit automatically records initinal set time and
final set time, as well as of setting plots
• Weight of plunger and the Vicat needle together are
300 g +/- 1 g
• After each penetration the Vicat needle is automatically cleaned
• ASTM C191 method B, also available with
EN 196-3, other norms: EN 196-3, EN134545-2, EN480-2,

US: Cemex USA upgrades cement
terminals in Florida

C

emex USA has upgraded two Florida cement
terminals, the Pensacola and Palm Beach
terminals, at a cost of US$8m. The upgraded terminals will serve to increase Cemex USA’s cement
supply to the region through marine shipments
from its global operations. The Palm Beach terminal is also involved in the distribution of assorted
cementitious materials including granulated
blast furnace slag (GBFS) and fly ash for cement
production.
USA executive vice president Matthew
Wild said “Florida is growing rapidly and
Cemex’s strong network makes our company
well-positioned to implement supply chain and
operational enhancements to meet the high
demand for building materials in Florida and beyond.” He added “On the cement side, increased
demand has outpaced supply at times, and we
expect our supply chain enhancements to help
alleviate that issue.”
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EN13279-2, EN13963 more on request

• Tests are performed in humidity air (> 95% rh)
• Temperature and humidity display
• Inclusive Vicat moulds, glass bases,
centerings for Vicat moulds
• Inclusive serial cable, USB/RS232 adapter, main
cable
• Dimensions
(W x D x H) = 1000 x 700 x 1140 mm
• Weight: 195 kg
• 110 - 230 V / 50 - 60 Hz
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US: Portland Cement Association publishes
roadmap to carbon neutrality by 2050

Mexico: SBTi verifies
Cemex’s 2030 CO2
emissions reduction goals

T

C

he Portland Cement Association (PCA) has published a roadmap
to carbon neutrality for the cement and concrete sectors by 2050.
It says that the strategy document demonstrates how the US cement
and concrete industry, along with its entire value chain, can address
climate change, decrease greenhouse gases and eliminate barriers
that are restricting environmental progress. It added that the document is a ‘major step’ towards engaging US policymakers, industry
partners and non-government organisations.
“Cement and concrete have been pivotal in building resilient, durable and sustainable communities that enable people to live safe,
productive and healthy lives via structures that withstand natural and
man-made disasters,” said PCA president and CEO Michael Ireland.
“The PCA is uniquely positioned to lead the industry-wide ambition
to achieving carbon neutrality and enable our member companies
and industry partners to continue building a better future.”
The PCA’s roadmap outlines a number of reduction strategies
across the various phases of the built environment including production at cement plants, construction including designing and
building and everyday infrastructure in use. It also recognises five
main areas of opportunity: clinker; cement; concrete; construction;
and carbonation (using concrete as a carbon sink).
Notably goals include a reduction of coal and petcoke use at
cement plants to 10% in 2050 from 60% at present, a clinker ratio
of 75% in 2050 from 90% at present and a reduction of the CO2
intensity of concrete of 60% by 2050. The roadmap also noted the
necessity of carbon capture and storage/utilisation (CCUS) for reducing CO2 emissions from cement production. However, it pointed out
that there are no commercial-scale CCUS installations at any cement
plant within the US, location and permitting challenges remained
and that infrastructure investment would be required to deal with
the captured CO2.

emex has received validation
from the Science-Based Targets Initiative (SBTi) for its 2030
global CO2 emissions reduction
targets. The validation attests that
the targets conform with the Paris
Agreement’s well-below 2°C global
warming limit. Cemex aims to reduce its cement’s carbon footprint
to 40% compared to 1990 levels and
achieve 55% renewable energy use
by 2030. The company says that it
has the global cement industry’s
most ambitious 2030 targets.
CEO Fernando Gonzalez said
“Climate action is the biggest challenge of our times. Cemex is taking
decisive action to address it by
defining ambitious emissions reduction targets in line with the SBTi, and
executing against those targets.” He
added “We commit to continue leading the industry in climate action
not only because it creates value,
but more importantly because it is
the right thing to do. Cemex is building a better future, and that future
must be sustainable.”

Mexico: Cemex’s senior
debt security released

C
US: California legislature enacts framework for
carbon neutral cement production by 2045

T

he California State Senate has voted in favour of a bill to implement
the US’s most advanced statutory framework for cement industry
decarbonisation by 74 votes to two. The statute provides for the implementation of lifecycle CO2 emissions reporting for cement produced in
the state at an estimated cost of US$220,000/yr. The California Air Resources Board will then implement a ‘programme developed as a result
of identified strategies’ at an ‘unknown but significant cost.’ The aim of
the strategy will be to facilitate a 40% reduction in cement production’s
CO2 emissions between 2019 and 2030 and the attainment of net zero
cement production by 2045.
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emex has announced the release of the collateral on its debt
under its main bank agreement and
senior secured notes. The release
follows Cemex’s reporting of two
consecutive quarters with a consolidated leverage ratio of 3.75x or less.
CFO Maher A-Haffar said “We are
very pleased with this momentous
milestone, which is a culmination of
the substantial strengthening of our
capital structure and paves the way
towards an investment grade rating.
This will simplify our debt structure
and reduce the cost of managing
our debt stack.”
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India: Dalmia Cement reopens
expanded Kapilas cement plant

D

almia Cement has begun cement production at
the new 2.3Mt/yr Line 2 of it Kapilas cement plant
near Cuttack in Odisha. The plant now commands a
production capacity of 4.0Mt/yr.

Pakistan: Askari Cement orders three
Gebr. Pfeiffer MVR vertical roller mills
for Nizampur cement plant

Kazakhstan: Korcem plans 1.5Mt/yr
Korday cement plant

A

K

skari Cement has awarded a contract to Germanybased Gebr. Pfeiffer for the supply of three of its
MVR vertical roller mills to replace the existing mills
at its Nizampur cement plant. Two of the mills will be
MVR 5000 C-4 cement mills with the capacity to grind
360t/hr of clinker to a fineness of 3250 Blaine. The
other mill, an MVR 5000 R-4 raw meal mill, will grind
520t/hr of clinker to a fineness of 12% R90µm. The
Chinese contractor Hefei Cement Research & Design
Institute will install an SLS V high-efficiency classifier
on each of the mills. The upgraded plant is scheduled
for commissioning in mid-late 2022.

India: Cement Corporation of India
fails in bid to reopen Adilabad
cement plant

T

he Telangana government says that it has failed
to persuade the Indian government to reopen the
mothballed Cement Corporation of India Adilabad
cement plant. The Press Trust of India newspaper has
reported that this is despite an offer by the state’s government to contribute to costs.
IT and Industries Minister Ramon Rao said that the
Telangana government aims to create 50,000 new
jobs and claimed that the state is the fourth largest
contributor to India’s economy.

India: Orient Cement to
build new grinding plant
in Maharashtra

O

rient Cement has signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU)
with Adani Power Maharashtra for
the establishment of a grinding plant
on land belonging to the latter. The
power company will secure a licence
to sublet its land to Orient Cement
and for the producer to use railway
sidings at the site. Orient Cement plans
to begin work on the project before
April 2022.
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orcem, a joint venture of International Cement
Korday and Nurzhan Shakirov, plans to invest
US$150m in the upcoming 1.5Mt/yr Korday cement plant in Zhambyl region. The company has a
mining licence for 11ha of land in Korday district.
International Cement Korday, a subsidiary of Singapore-based International Cement Group, holds
88% of shares in the venture. The plant is scheduled
for commissioning in mid-2023.
Chair Ma Zhaoyang said “With our accumulated
capabilities and experience in the cement industry
in Central Asia, as well as Nurzhan Shakirov’s extensive local expertise in Kazakhstan, we are confident
that this joint venture will be another success.”

China: Li Qunfeng appointed as
general manager of Anhui Conch

A

nhui Conch has appointed Li Qunfeng as its general
manager. He succeeds Wu Bin, who has resigned
from the post but who intends to remain working as the
company’s executive director. Li Qunfeng is a trained
engineer who has worked for the company since 1994.
Notably, he first worked for subsidiary Anhui Tongling
Conch Cement in a number of production roles before
attaining more senior postings within the group.

GLOBAL CEMENT NEWS: ASIA
India: UltraTech Cement commits to 100%
renewable energy by 2050

U

ltraTech has made a commitment to transition to 100% renewable energy use by 2050. The Aditya Birla subsidiary has joined
the global RE100 group of companies committed to energy decarbonisation. Asian News International has reported that the producer
is already targeting 34% renewable energy use by 2024 from 13% in
2020. It more than doubled its consumption of renewable energy between 2018 and 2020. UltraTech Cement is additionally targeting a CO2
emissions reduction to 462kg/t of cement. It is the first Indian producer
to instigate sustainability target-linked financial commitments.

India: JK Cement completes
Nimbahera cement plant upgrade

J

K Cement has successfully completed an upgrade of Line 3 of its Nimbahera, Rajasthan,
cement plant. The upgraded line has a 30%
expanded capacity of 6500t/day, compared to
5000t/day previously. The plant produces some
cement for export to countries including Bahrain, the UAE, Nigeria, South Africa and Tanzania.

India: Birla Corporation to increase
cement capacity by 92% by 2028
Vietnam: Eight-month cement and clinker
production rises in 2021

M

embers of the Vietnam Cement Association produced
70.7Mt of cement and clinker in the first eight months
of 2021, up by 4% year-on-year from 67.2Mt in the corresponding period of 2020. Its exports rose by 12% to 27.2Mt.
Viet Nam News has reported that the main importers of
Vietnamese cement and clinker were China, the Philippines
and Bangladesh. During the period, domestic demand fell
by 5% to 43.5Mt.

B

irla Corporation has announced plans for a
92% increase of its installed cement production capacity to 30Mt/yr by 2027 from 15.6Mt/yr.
The company’s upcoming 3.9Mt/yr Mukutban
cement plant near Nagpur, Maharashtra, is scheduled for commissioning in early 2022. The impacts of the Covid-19 outbreak increased the
project’s cost by 12% to US$370m from US$330m.
The Times of India has reported that the group’s
next phase of expansion will focus on the operations of the former Reliance Cement Company.
Birla Corporation acquired the company in 2016.

Pakistan: Punjab government instructs cement
producers to commence plant building within
six months of No Objection Certification

T

he state government of Punjab has instructed cement producers that they risk losing their No Objection Certificates (NOCs)
for planned cement plants if they fail to begin building the plants
within six months of receiving the certification. The News International newspaper has reported that for the latest raft of cement plant
plans given NOCs, this period will elapse in March 2022. The government asked the producers to submit timelines for the execution of
the projects by 28 September 2021.
The Punjab government granted NOCs for 22 new cement plants
in the state on 20 September 2021.
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Thailand: SCG Packaging takes
US$148m sustainability-linked loan

India: SCG International goes electric

S

CG International has chosen US-based Black &
Veatch to help with the acceleration of its electric
vehicle uptake across its operations, including cement. The US Trade and Development Agency has
given the group a grant towards three logistics fleet
electrification pilot projects.
Parent company Siam Cement Group (SCG)’s
managing director Abhijit Datta said “I would like
to express our sincere gratitude to USTDA as well as
Black & Veatch for their support, guidance and efforts
that have made this project possible.”

S

CG Packaging has taken a US$148m four-year loan
from Bank Ayudhya. The loan is subject to environmental, social and governance (ESG) criteria and key
performance indicators. The loan’s interest rate is tied
to the company’s sustainability performance targets,
namely reducing greenhouse gas emissions, managing
water resources and increasing the sales portion of its
Green Choice label products and services. Bank Ayudhya will serve as sustainability coordinator, with the
ability to adjust it down if sustainability goals are met.

Vietnam: SCG Packaging to build paper
bag plant in Vinh Phuc

China: Tianrui Group Zhengzhou
repays loan facility and takes new
US$15.5m loan

S

CG Packaging plans to invest US$354m to establish
a new 370,000t/yr packaging plant in Vinh Phuc
province. The Tuoi Tre newspaper has reported that operations at the plant will commence in early 2024. The
product will be Vina Kraft Paper brand bags. The Siam
Cement Group (SCG) subsidiary will finance the expansion through cash and debt.

T

ianrui Group Zhengzhou has repaid its previously outstanding loan facility. Reuters News
has reported that parent company China Tianrui
Group says the company has withdrawn a new
US$15.5m loan.

Azerbaijan: Holcim Azerbaijan’s sales and
profits drop in 2020

H

olcim Azerbaijan recorded sales of US$59.2m in 2020,
down by 16% year-on-year. Turan Information Agency
News has reported that the producer’s net profit was
US$24.5m, down by 23%. During the year, the company
reduced its debt by 14% to US$67m from US$78m.

Australia: Boral completes sale of
roofing and masonry business

B

oral has sold its roofing and masonry business to
private equity firm Lutum. Quarry Magazine has reported that Boral will retain ownership of its Emu Plains,
New South Wales, concrete roofing plant and other
‘relevant infrastructure’ to support its on-going building
materials operations.

Taiwan: Taiwan Cement Corporation wins Green
Leadership award at Asia Responsible Enterprise Awards

T

he Asia Responsible Enterprise Awards (AREA) awarding body has named
Taiwan Cement Corporation among winners in the Green Leadership category at its 2021 event. The company won the award for its concrete product
traceability system, which enables customers to access production details via QR
code. The system achieved 100% traceability in 2020. Taiwan Cement Corporation is committed to carbon neutral cement production by 2050.
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Naveen K Sharma, Whole-Time Director, Udaipur Cement Works Ltd, a subsidiary of JK Lakshmi Cement Ltd

ANALYTICS

& INDUSTRY 4.0:

THE WAY TO
SUSTAINABILITY
During these challenging times of climate change and the Covid-19 pandemic,
discussion of Industry 4.0 and the power of analytics is like spreading a breeze
of hope through the global cement sector. However, despite the high number of
discussions regarding the use of analytics for various business activities, the successful
implementation rate in much of the global cement sector, including in India, is still
marginal. This can be due to an unwillingness to look beyond day-to-day operations and
low awareness of the potential of digital solutions, as well as a lack of appreciation of the
fact that resources are finite. In the longer term this will make continuing with current
‘business as usual’ practices unsustainable.
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I

personally see analytics as one of the most
powerful tools to improve sustainability of an
organisation through increasing profitability. It
benefits both the organisation itself, as well as the
organisation’s valued shareholders. And not just
this - At Udiapur Cement Works Ltd, we believe
that analytics are vital to reaching the UN’s 2030
Sustainable Development Goals.
I have experienced the power of analytical solutions to sustainability, as demonstrated by our young
and energetic team. I am very much convinced
that, in the future, only businesses that integrate
and fully exploit the power of analytics will thrive.
In no part of the business is this more important
than resource management. Almost every business
around the world exists today because it consumes
some form of resource. These, as we are becoming
increasingly aware, are finite.
To strengthen this statement, let me share the
expected potential available to the Indian cement
industry, the second-largest in the world after
China, with an installed capacity ~600Mt/yr. A
rough estimate shows that the Indian cement industry spends approximately 50-55% of its total
production costs on electrical power and fuel. The
cost across the entire industry is around U$5.4bn.
With the wholesale introduction and integration
of analytics across the Indian cement sector, we
could expect savings of up to 10%, an astonishing
US$500m/yr. Indeed, the use of advance analytics
in manufacturing could deliver EBITDA margin
improvements of 4-10%.1

Left: Naveen Kumar Sharma,
Whole-Time Director of
Udaipur Cement Works Ltd.

In the case of the Indian cement sector, the
widespread adoption of advanced analytics would
lead to further advantages via a domino effect.
We could expect improvements in kiln mean time
between stoppage, a substantial reduction in CO2
emissions and the optimum use of natural and
human resources.

Below: Udaipur Cement
Works Ltd is located
in Rajasthan.
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Big data
As an intensive manufacturing industry, cement
production generates a huge amount of data. However, some estimates point to the fact that more
than 95% of this potential intelligence goes unused.
In the Indian cement sector this may be due to an
overemphasis on the traditional ‘core’ manufacturing, although this is generally executed very well.
It is very clear that even basic analytics can help
the industry to visualise data patterns in different
ways. These include comparative and scenario
analysis, sensitivity analysis, defining projections and other approaches. Subsequently, more
advanced techniques can assist with aspects like
preventive maintenance, critical problem solving
and the discovery of unknown and hidden risks to
the production process, equipment, people and the
environment.

What is stopping you?

Below: Diverse analytics
teams are key to building a
sustainable and profitable
cement sector for the future.

Now the fundamental question arises that when
organisations and experts in the sector are aware of
the available potential, what is stopping us implementing these forward-looking technologies?
There is a physical and often social disconnection, certainly in India, between the IT
professionals, who are in possession of the technological solutions, and the on-site staff who need to
use them. This means that it is difficult to create an
environment that offers the ‘bigger picture,’ which
in turn would provide a common goal and path
full of excitement. The second barrier is an absence
of a proper structure for digitisation in the Indian
cement sector, coupled with low or even negligible
budgets for such initiatives.
However, there is a pressing need for the deployment of analytics across the cement making
process, from the analysis of variations in power
consumption by motors to predict motor, gearbox
and equipment condition, to the analysis of tem-

perature profiles to optimise fuel consumption.
Ultimately, these, as well as others besides, should
be connected to a common ‘master’ to achieve Industry 4.0-like objectives. However, the realisation
of all of these potential projects is prevented by the
huge capital cost required to study solutions and
implement them.
From my point of view, one answer to this is to
create teams with diverse backgrounds, with less
emphasis on IT. To quantify this statement, more
than 70% of the analytics team should have a non-IT
background. This not only fixes a big skew towards
IT prominence, a classic error in Indian industrial
analytical projects, but it also brings in multiple
innovative solutions during implementation.
Furthermore, this approach harbours a scientific
temperament among the team, as well as a sense
of working towards a common goal, rather than
in silos.
We should look around at the start-ups that are
willing to understand problems at the base level to
co-create solutions at an affordable cost. This mentality should be fostered in the cement industry.
This would encourage young graduates to enter
analytics to help deliver solutions. In the long term,
this will help India to develop its own solutions for
the cement sector and many others, thereby reducing dependence on outsourcing digital solutions
and boosting the domestic economy. Educational
institutes and research centres, in association with
industry, should play a major role in making analytical courses available to students in an affordable,
equitable and attractive manner.
As we look into the future, we can be sure that
only those companies that grasp the nettle of analytics and digitisation will thrive, both sustainably
and financially. To overcome this challenge, I opine
the concept of ‘Analytical Convergence.’ Leading
industry organisations, including the National
Council for Cement & Building Materials (NCB)
should come together to establishing a ‘Centre for
Advanced Sustainable Analytics.’ Multi-sectoral
teams would work centrally as a resource centre
to offer low-cost solutions to the diverse sectoral
members. This would include identifying and developing the enthusiasm and technical solutions of
start-ups.
With such huge talent available, I aspire that
India should become the world’s foremost provider of efficient and affordable analytical tools.
The Indian cement sector, working with the right
technology, can play a pivotal role in achieving
the aspiration. Today, digital solutions are being
implemented in India in a fractured fashion. However, the true benefits can be harvested only when
it becomes an integral part of the operations on a
daily basis.
1. McKinsey & Company, ‘Manufacturing: Analytics unleashes
productivity and profitability,’ 14 August 2017.
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Nigeria: Wärtsilä to supply power
plant for BUA Cement’s Sokoto plant

Morocco: LafargeHolcim Maroc to
launch Agadir-Souss plant before 2022

F

L

inland-based Wärtsilä has secured a contract to
supply a 70MW dual-fuel power plant for the upcoming 3Mt/yr Line 4 of its Sokoto cement plant. The
power plant is scheduled for commissioning alongside the line before 2023. BUA Cement previously
ordered a dual fuel plant for the Sokoto cement
plant’s Line 3, which is also scheduled for commissioning alongside that line, in November 2021.
Chair Abdul Samad Rabiu said “BUA Cement is
happy and pleased with the progress that Wärtsilä
made with the construction of the power plant we
initially purchased for our BUA Cement Sokoto Line
3. We believe Wärtsilä will bring the same level of efficiency, technical expertise and professionalism to
bear in ensuring that this new power plant for the
3Mt/yr BUA Cement Sokoto Line 4 will be completed
on schedule by the end of 2022 as we look towards
bringing BUA’s total capacity in its Sokoto plant to
8Mt/yr by early 2023 and across all its plants to 17Mt/
yr by the same time.”

Nigeria: Lafarge Africa extends
maintenance deal with Wärtsilä

L

afarge Africa has extended its operation and
maintenance agreement with Wärtsilä by another five years. The agreement covers the 100MW
Ewekoro power plant, which provides a dedicated
supply of electricity to the company’s concrete
and cement manufacturing processes. The extension of the deal was signed in July 2021 and it
follows a previous 10-year agreement. The scope
of the agreement includes the operating crew,
performance guarantees, plant availability and
spare parts.
The captive Ewekoro plant was supplied and
commissioned by Wärtsilä in 2011. It consists of six
Wärtsilä 50DF dual-fuel engines, operating primarily
on gas, but with the flexibility to automatically switch
to liquid fuel in case of a disruption to the gas supply.
The engines are also designed to function efficiently
with a low-pressure gas supply, a necessity given the
region’s vulnerability to supply interruptions.
Holcim Middle East and Africa power and gas
strategic sourcing director Lanre Opakunle said “We
have benefitted significantly from the efficient way
by which Wärtsilä has operated and maintained this
plant for the past 10 years, and we had no hesitation
in extending the agreement for a further five years.
An uninterrupted reliable supply of electricity is essential to our production, and having our own power
plant, built, operated and maintained by Wärtsilä,
gives us this assurance.”

afargeHolcim Maroc says that it is on schedule to commission its new 1.6Mt/yr Agadir-Souss cement plant
in Souss-Massa region before 2022. The plant will rely on
artificial intelligence (AI) in its cement production. The
total cost of the project is US$335m. The producer says
that, when operational, the plant will create 1400 jobs.
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Oman: Raysut Cement to launch Duqm
grinding plant in late 2021

R

aysut Cement has said that it will commission
its upcoming 1Mt/yr Duqm plant, the country’s
first clinker grinding plant, in late 2021. The cost of
the project is US$30m. The company’s global capacity target is 10Mt/yr by 2022 and 22Mt/yr ‘in the near
future.’ It operates the 3Mt/yr Salalah cement plant in
Oman and holds minority stakes in three East African
grinding plants.
Support services and business development chief
Yousef Ahmed Alawi Alibrahim said “This has been a
challenging year for manufacturing industries in general, but RCC has been able to negotiate the hurdles
with effective planning focusing on health and safety.”

Togo: CimMetal Group and Intercem
Engineering near completion of Lomé
grinding plant

G

ermany-based Intercem Engineering says that CimMetal Group’s upcoming 2.5Mt/yr Lomé grinding
plant is on track for commissioning ‘at short notice’ in
late 2021. The supplier has delivered a 1000t/hr truck
unloading station, a 25,000t storage facility for additives,
a 1000t/hr truck loading station, two 50,000t clinker
silos, four Rotopackers, eight truck loading stations, ten
truck scales and laboratory equipment, alongside steel
construction, sheet metal fabrication, subsystems, electrical equipment and complete engineering services.
It is also supervising the erection and commissioning
of the plant. It said that all material conveyor belts are
mounted in a closed gallery to ensure dust-free transport. The belt system is also designed for fully automatic
ship unloading.
The plant is the third delivered for CimMetal Group
by InterCem Engineering and partners InterCem Installation and Switzerland-based InterCem Cement, after
one in Burkino Faso and one in Ivory Coast.
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Kenya: Nairobi Business Ventures to build cement plant near Nairobi

N

airobi Business Ventures (NBV) plans to start building its new
1Mt/yr cement plant at Machakos near Nairobi by the end
of 2021. Construction is expected to be completed by the end of
2023, according to the Business Daily newspaper. Cement sold
from the plant will be marketed under the Delta Cement brand. The
announcement follows the approval by NBV’s shareholders of its
acquisition by Delta Cement. The company was acquired by UAEbased Delta International Holdings in late 2020.

Turkey: Çimko Çimento to acquire Çimsa assets

S

anko Holding subsidiary Çimko Çimento has agreed to acquire several assets from Sabancı Holding subsidiary Çimsa for
US$127m. The Dünya newspaper has reported that the deal covers
two cement plants – the Nigde plant and Kayseri plant – the Ankara
grinding plant and seven ready-mix concrete plants.

Ghana: Pozzolan cement plant lobbies for funding
to reopen

Libya: Chinese companies
discuss setting up cement
plants with government

A

hmed Abuhisa, the Minister of
Industry and Minerals, has met
with a delegation of officials from
Chinese companies working in the
mining and cement industry. The Chinese delegates reportedly expressed
their desire to build cement plants in
several regions within the country,
according to the Libya Herald newspaper. General investment work was
also discussed. The minister has referred the companies to the National
Mining Corporation to determine investment priorities and follow up on
the meeting.

D

aniel Asenso-Gyembibi, the director of the Building and Road Research Institute of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR-BRRI), has told parliamentarians that the institute’s Pozzolana
cement plant needs US$4m to reopen. The unit at Gomoa Mprumem
in the Central Region was forced to close due to a lack of private investment, according to the Ghanaian Times newspaper. Asenso-Gyembibi
said that CSIR-BRRI had spent around US$250,000 on the project.
Commercial production started at the plant in 2011 with a capacity
of around 5000 bags/day. However, the unit stopped operation later in
the same year due to poor sales and a lack of investment.

Nigeria: Philip Mathew appointed as deputy head
of Dangote Cement

D

angote Cement has appointed Philip Mathew as its deputy group
managing director and chief executive officer with effect from 15
September 2021.
Following his training at the Indian Institute of Technology in Madras,
Mathew has worked for cement companies since the mid-1980s when
he started out as a process engineer for ACC. He later worked for Lafarge
in a number of roles and countries, eventually becoming its Director Performance and Progress for Asia based in Kuala Lumpur in the early
2010s. He held the post of chief manufacturing officer for ACC in India
from 2016 to 2019 before becoming LafargeHolcim’s Head of Cement
Excellence Manufacturing for the Asia-Pacific region subsequently.
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Turkey: Aşkale Çimento
launches new logo

A

şkale Çimento has launched new
branding including an updated
logo. The company said that the rebrand signifies its transition from a
local to a global cement company.
CEO Fatih Yücelik said “We took a
big step to be an international player
with innovator and sustainable solutions, on our new journey to build the
future.” He added “We are determined
to do our part to build a better future
for both our country and the world.
Our new corporate identity is our
first step, showing that we are fully
committed to our goal of being the
pioneer of change and transformation in the industry.”
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Cement
in
the
GCC
Here, Global Cement looks at the cement sectors of the six states of the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC), with an analysis of production, a run-down of news from 2021 and, finally,
a look ahead to the future of cement in the region.

T

he GCC is a political and economic union
of six monarchies - Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE - formed in
1981. The six have shared a common market since
2008 and entered a customs union in 2015. Islam
and Arab culture bind the member states, along
with a harsh desert geography, significant natural
resources-derived wealth and a degree of state subsidisation of industry. Each one has a growing and
innovative cement sector.

Above: Buildings in Jeddah,
Saudi Arabia.
Source: Shutterstock.

By country
The 48 cement plants in the GCC command
140Mt/yr of integrated cement capacity. 78.6Mt/yr
(56%) of this is in Saudi Arabia’s 20 plants. The
UAE’s 14 share 33Mt/yr (23%), Qatar’s six share
13.9Mt/yr (9.9%), Oman’s three share 8.1Mt/yr
(5.8%) and Kuwait’s three share 7Mt/yr (5%),
while Bahrain’s single plant has a capacity of
0.4Mt/yr (0.3%). Figure 1 (Page 58) shows the stateby-state breakdown of integrated cement capacity.
Additionally, 13 grinding plants with a total capacity of 15.6Mt/yr give the region a total installed
capacity of 155Mt/yr.
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A

total of 17 producers
participate in integrated cement production
in Saudi Arabia’s 78.6Mt/yr,
20-plant cement industry. All
producers are Saudi-based.
The largest is Southern
Province Cement, which
controls 15.7Mt/yr of integrated capacity, 20% of
the national total, at three plants. One of these, the
Tihama, Makkah, cement plant, is the largest single
plant in the country, with a capacity of 9.3Mt/yr
across its three lines. Saudi Cement is Saudi Arabia’s second producer by capacity - its 8.3Mt/yr are
divided between its 6.4Mt/yr Hofuf, Eastern Province, cement plant and its 1.9Mt/yr Makkah cement
plant. Third is Najran Cement, which operates the
5.6Mt/yr Najran cement plant and 2.0Mt/yr Najran
grinding plant, in the province of the same name.
The grinding plant is one of five in the country.

Saudi Arabia

Projects
The Saudi cement industry continues to receive
significant investments, with several modernisations announced in the 12 months prior to
November 2021.
Yamama Cement is in the process of transferring
and installing the seventh production line from its
former Riyadh cement plant to its new location in
Northern Halal, Riyadh province. The 10,000t/dayline will bring the new plant’s capacity to 30,000t/
day when commissioned before 2025. The company
said that it plans to finance the move from its existing resources.
On 16 August 2021, Qassim Cement announced
plans to establish a 10,000t/day line at its Buraydah,
Qasim, cement plant. The new line will replace some
of the 4.0Mt/yr plant’s existing lines. Construction
is set to commence in early 2022. The producer said
that it will announce the cost of the project after
completing preliminary studies.
Southern Province Cement announced its plans
to upgrade its Jizan cement plant in Jizan province
on 3 June 2021. It plans to establish a new 10,000t/
day clinker line, to replace existing ones, of which it
will begin construction in mid-late 2021.
In April 2021, Denmark-based FLSmidth reported that it had received an order from Arabian
Cement for the supply of equipment for an upgrade

to its Rabigh, Makkah, cement plant. The order
includes new DDX top cyclones, a quenching
chamber and an ABC Cooler Inlet, with installation
and commissioning due for completion in late 2021.
CEO Badr Osama Johar said, “With FLSmidth
having provided the original line, they were the
obvious candidate for the upgrade - we wanted a
trusted partner to secure the success of the upgrade.”
Yanbu Cement said that a two-months’ modernisation project on Line 4 of its integrated
Yanbu plant in Madinah province, first reported in
February 2021, was on hold due to delays to parts
deliveries in April 2021. It stressed that its existing
clinker stocks would ensure that sales were unaffected by the stoppage.
Northern Region Cement began oil well cement
production at its 2.0Mt/yr Arar cement plant in
Northern Borders province in October 2020, with
product certification from the American Petroleum
Institute (API). Commercial sale of the cement
began in early 2021.

Results
Southern Province Cement registered revenues of
US$76.4m in the second quarter of 2021, a yearon-year fall of 15.3% compared to US$90.2m a year
earlier. This was partly due to an 11% year-on-year
fall in cement sales to 1.40Mt/yr from 1.57Mt. The
company’s gross and operating profits fell by 27.2%
and 28.3% respectively.
Analyst Al Rajhi Capital said “We expect Southern Province Cement’s cement volumes to remain
under pressure in the third quarter of 2021 on the
back of lower construction activity due to uncertainties relating to the new building permit norms
and shortage in labour.”
Saudi Cement’s consolidated sales totalled
US$207m in the first half of 2021, up by 3.9% yearon-year from US$199m in the first half of 2020.
Its net profit for the period took an 8.2% fall to
US$54.9m from US$59.8m.
Najran Cement’s sales rose by 14% year-onyear to US$82.3m in the first half of 2021 from
US$74.1m in the first half of 2020. Its net profit after
zakat and tax increased by 28% to US$24.9m from
US$19.5m. Its sales and profit were lower in the second quarter of 2021, which the producer attributed
to the impacts of Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr.

BAHRAIN
0.4Mt/yr • 0.3%

Below - Figure 1: Integrated cement production capacity shares of GCC
states. Source: Global Cement Directory 2021.

QATAR • 13.9Mt/yr • 9.9%
SAUDI ARABIA • 78.6Mt/yr • 56%
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UAE • 33Mt/yr • 23%

KUWAIT • 7Mt/yr • 5%
OMAN • 8.1Mt/yr • 5.8%

GLOBAL CEMENT: GCC
SAUDI ARABIA - 78.6Mt/yr

UAE - 32.4Mt/yr

1. Southern Province Cement, Al Qunfudhad, 9.3Mt/yr.
2. Southern Province Cement, Abha, 3.8Mt/yr.
3. Southern Province Cement, Suk Al-Hahad, 2.6Mt/yr.
4. Saudi Cement, Dammam, 6.4Mt/yr.
5. Najran Cement, Najran, 4.3Mt/yr.
6. Al Gharibah Cement, Jeddah, 1.0Mt/yr.
7. Arabian Cement, Rabigh, 4.2Mt/yr.
8. Yanbu Cement,Yanbu, 5.9Mt/yr.
9. Qassim Cement, Buraydah, 4.2Mt/yr.
10. Al Safwa Cement, Mecca, 4.0Mt/yr.
11. Saudi White Cement, Riyadh, 3.3Mt/yr (0.4Mt/yr white).
12. City Cement, Marat, 3.6Mt/yr.
13. Eastern Province Cement, Dammam, 3.5Mt/yr.
14. Al Jouf Cement, Al-Shaya, Riyadh, 3.5Mt/yr.
15. Tabuk Cement, Dhaba, Tabuk, 3.2Mt/yr.
16. Northern Region Cement, Arar, 2.0Mt/yr.
17. Umm Al Qura Cement, Taif, 2.0Mt/yr.
18. United Cement Industrial Company, Al-Sadiyah, 1.9Mt/yr.
19. Hail Cement, Hail, 1.6Mt/yr.
20. Yamama Cement, Al Karj, 6.4Mt/yr.

21. Arkan Cement, Al Ain, 5.7Mt/yr.
22. Shree Cement, Ras Al Khaimah, 4.8Mt/yr.
23. Aditya Birla, Ras Al Khaimah, 2.4Mt/yr.
24. Gulf Cement, Al Nakheel, 3.6Mt/yr.
25. National Cement, Dubai, 1.5Mt/yr.
26. JK White Cement, Fujairah, 1.0Mt/yr.
27. Lafarge Emirates, Fujairah, 3.2Mt/yr.
28. Fujairah Cement, Fujairah, 2.4Mt/yr.
29. RAK White Cement, Ras Al Khaimah, 0.8Mt/yr (White).
30. Sharjah Cement, Sharjah, 2.0Mt/yr.
31. Raysut Cement, Ras Al Khaimah, 1.7Mt/yr.
32. RAK Cement, Khor Khwair, 1.0Mt/yr.
33. Arkan Cement, Al Ain, 1.0Mt/yr.
34. Nael Cement, Al Ain, 0.7Mt/yr.

Below - Figure 2: Map of integrated
cement plants in the GCC. States are
shaded by total capacity.
Source: Global Cement Directory 2021.
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QATAR - 13.9Mt/yr
35. Qatar National Cement, Umm Bab, 0.3Mt/yr.
36. Qatar National Cement, Umm Bab, 0.6Mt/yr.
37. Qatar National Cement, Umm Bab, 1.4Mt/yr.
38. Qatar National Cement, Umm Bab, 1.6Mt/yr.
39. Qatar National Cement, Umm Bab, 5.0Mt/y.
40. Al Khalij Cement, Umm Bab, 5.0Mt/yr.
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KUWAIT - 7Mt/yr

OMAN - 8.1Mt/yr
41. Oman Cement, Ruwi, 4.2Mt/yr.
42. Al Buraimi Group, Wadi Saa, 0.9Mt/yr.
43. Raysut Cement, Salalah, 3.0Mt/yr.

44. Kuwait Cement Company, Shuaiba, 3.8Mt/yr.
45. Kuwait Portland Cement, Shwaikh, 2.2Mt/yr.
46. ACICO Cement, Safat, 3.8Mt/yr.

BAHRAIN - 0.4Mt/yr
47. Falcon Cement, Hafirah, 0.4Mt/yr.
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Right - Figure 3: Saudi
Arabian cement production,
January 2020 - August 2021.
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Yanbu Cement recorded a 23% year-on-year
rise in first-half sales in 2021 to US$143m, from
US$116m in the first half of 2020. Its net profit fell
by 11% to US$30.7m from US$34.5m. The company
said that a local price drop and an increased cost of
sales offset the effects of increased sales volumes.

Other news
Saudi Arabia-based Saudi Cement increased its
share in its Bahrain-based subsidiary United Cement to 100% from 63% in May 2021. The total
value of the deal was US$7.50m. United Cement
operates a marine cement terminal.
Southern Province Cement appointed Hamad
bin Sulaiman Al-Bazai chair of its board of directors. Other appointments, on 13 January 2021,
included Muhammad bin Nasser Al Nabit as vicechair and Saud bin Safar Al Burgan as secretary.
Also in January 2021, Najran Cement received
a licence from the Saudi Ministry of Transport to
launch a limited liability transportation company.

Cement production and exports

Right - Figure 4: UAE
cement producers
by nation of origin.
Source: Global Cement
Directory 2021.
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Saudi cement production totalled 31.0Mt in the
first half of 2021, up by 26% year-on-year from
24.6Mt in the first half of 2020.1 July 2021 production was 3.60Mt, down by 22% year-on-year from
4.60Mt in July 2020 and by 16% from 4.30Mt in
June 2021. The highest production of any month
between January 2020 and July 2021 was 5.60Mt in
March 2021. Figure 3 (above) shows sales volumes
by month over the entire period.
Exports were 805,000t in the first half of 2021,
down by 22% year-on-year from 1.04Mt in the first
half of 2020. In July 2021, exports fell by 45% yearon-year to 94,000t from 170,000t in July 2020 and
by 22% month-on-month from 120,000t.
Th USGS’s Cement in 2021 report recorded
466,000t of Saudi clinker exports to the US in the
first half of 2021, 38% of total US clinker imports.
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The seven emirates of the
UAE command 32.4Mt/yr
of integrated cement
capacity. Ownership is
divided between 12 producers. 22.4Mt/yr-worth
of capacity belongs to
UAE-based companies, 1.7Mt/yr belongs to another GCC regional company, Oman-based Raysut
Cement, and the remaining 8.3Mt/yr belongs to
groups based outside of the GCC, namely in India
(Aditya Birla Group and Shree Cement) and Switzerland (Holcim). Figure 4 (below) displays the
capacity shares of producers by country of origin.
1.4Mt/yr (4.3%) of the UAE’s integrated cement
capacity is white cement capacity, compared to
900,000t/yr (1.1%) in Saudi Arabia, the only other
white cement-producing country in the GCC.
Eight grinding plants bring the UAE’s total
installed capacity to 42.8Mt/yr. Arkan is the country’s dominant producer, with 6.7Mt/yr-worth of
integrated capacity between its 5.7Mt/yr Al Ain
cement plant and 1.0Mt/yr Emirates cement plant,

UAE

REST OF WORLD
8.3Mt/yr
26%

OTHER GCC
1.7Mt/yr
UAE

5%

22.4Mt/yr
69%

GLOBAL CEMENT: GCC
both in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. Shree Cement is
the Emirates’ second largest player via its subsidiary
Union Cement, which operates the 4.8Mt/yr Ras Al
Khaimah cement plant in the emirate of the same
name. Aditya Birla Group is third; its subsidiary
Star Cement operates a 2.4Mt/yr integrated plant
in Ras Al Khaimah and two grinding plants in Abu
Dhabi and Ajman, with a total installed capacity of
4.5Mt/yr across the three.

Projects
The UAE was due to receive its third India-based
producer in mid-2018, when JSW Cement announced its forthcoming entry into the market. In
October 2021, it is still in the process of establishing
its planned 1.0Mt/yr integrated cement plant in Fujairah, for which it sought a loan of US$50 - 55m in
2019. JSW Cement already holds a 35-year quarry
lease and 6Mt/yr limestone extraction licence for
the plant, which will be equipped with a 1200t/hr
Terex MPS crushing plant. When operational, the
site will employ 550 locals.
In December 2019, Fujairah Natural Resources
commissioned a new clinker plant in Fujairah, after
investing US$150m in the plant’s construction.

Other news
A US$123m deal for the acquisition of a 0.6Mt/yrcapacity white cement plant and quarry in Fujairah
by Ras Al Khaimah Cement collapsed in late 2019.
In India, UAE-based Synergy Metals acquired
a minority stake in JSW Group subsidiary JSW
Cement. The Indian producer was seeking to
sell 10% of its shares ahead of an initial public
offering (IPO).

at the plant. It said that the investments targeted
growth to serve increasing demand from construction in the GCC. In Qatar, major projects including
an overhaul of energy and utilities infrastructure
are driving the demand growth, supported by the
country’s state sourcing policy.
Europe, Middle East and Africa regional manager Ivo Schädler said “Our latest investment
in Qatar positions us for continued growth and
strengthens our competitiveness in the country. In
expanding our production, we are anticipating a
substantial increase in demand and volumes for our
high-value adhesives and flooring solutions.” He
added “Our building sector customers will benefit
from an expanded and locally produced portfolio of
Sika solutions which, in addition, eliminates longdistance transportation.”

Results
Qatar National Cement Company recorded a net
profit of US$19.3m in the first quarter of 2021.
The figure represents a 29% year-on-year rise from
US$14.9m from the same period in 2020.
In 2020, the producer’s full-year sales dropped
by 6% year-on-year to US$182m, while its net profit
dropped by 13% to US$40.8m in 2020.

Other news
The impacts of the Covid-19 lockdown led to a general industrial slowdown in Qatar in 2020. With the
scaling back of lockdown restrictions in September
2020, production rose by 9.1% month-on-month.
It fell by just 3.1% year-on-year compared to preCovid-19 outbreak September 2019 levels.

Below: A marina in Abu
Dhabi, UAE, with the city
behind it.
Source: Shutterstock.

The Global Cement Directory 2021 records a
total of six Qatari cement
plants, combining to give
a national integrated cement production capacity
of 13.9Mt/yr. Two large
plants - Qatar National Cement’s 5Mt/yr Plant 4
and Al Khalij Cement Company’s 5Mt/yr Umm Bab
cement plant, both in Al Shahaniya municipality together constitute 72% of the domestic total. Qatar
National Cement controls all four other integrated
cement plants, giving it 64% of integrated capacity
nationally. Qatar has one grinding plant, Al Jabor
Cement Industries’ 0.9Mt/yr Al Jabor plant in Messaieed Industrial City, Ad Dahwah municipality, in
which Holcim holds a 25% minority stake.

Qatar

Projects
Switzerland-based Sika completed an expansion
of concrete admixture production capacity at its
Doha, Ad Dahwah, admixture plant in April 2021.
The company also installed an epoxy resin line
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Three cement producers
operate integrated cement plants in Oman, two
of which are private and
one being majority stateowned. The last, Oman
Cement, operates the largest plant - the 4.2Mt/yr
Rusayl cement plant in Muscat governorate. Raysut
Cement operates the 3Mt/yr Salalah cement plant in
Dhofar governorate. A smaller plant, the 0.9Mt/yr
Wadi Saa cement plant in Ash Sharqiyah North
governorate, is operated by UAE-based Al Buraimi
Group subsidiary Al Madina Cement.

Oman

Projects
A new producer, Duqm Cement Projects International, began building a 3.5Mt/yr integrated cement
plant at the port of Duqm in Al Wusta governerate,
at an investment cost of US$435m in 2020. When
operational, the plant will redistribute the balance
of ownership of Oman’s 11.6Mt/yr of integrated cement capacity to 36% Oman Cement, 30% Duqm
Cement Projects International, 26% Raysut Cement
and 8% Al Madina Cement.
On 14 September 2021, Oman Cement published plans for a 6300t/day upgrade to its Rusayl
cement plant, consisting of the replacement of Lines
1 and 2 with a new 10,000t/day line and a 25% capacity expansion of Line 3 to 5000t/day. This would
expand the plant’s capacity by 72% to 7.2Mt/yr.
Switzerland-based ABB completed a digital
systems overhaul at the Rusayl plant in February
2021. The supplier integrated the plant’s lines with
its ABB Ability System 800xA product in order to
boost efficiency and increase availability. It also
replaced controllers in their final lifecycle phase
with AC800M models. Oman Cement head of
instrumentation and control Bashar Al Farsi said
“We have already identified time and cost savings,
and will drive towards greater efficiencies and sustainability targets as we aim to be the number one
cement manufacturing company in the Sultanate.”
The producer postponed its planned US$250m
Duqm cement plant project in Al Wusta Region
in May 2021. It had planned to establish a 5000t/
day integrated cement plant at the port of Duqm.
The company gave the reason for the postponement
as doubts about fuel availability. It had issued an
engineering, procurement and construction (EPC)
tender for a dedicated power plant for the Duqm
plant on 15 March 2021.
Current number two producer Raysut Cement
aspires to reach 10Mt/yr of installed cement capacity globally by 2022 and 22Mt/yr ‘in the near future.’
It will take a step towards this when it commissions
the 1Mt/yr Duqm grinding plant, Oman’s first
grinding plant, in late 2021.
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Raysut Cement held a groundbreaking ceremony for a new 9MW waste heat recovery (WHR)
unit at its Salalah cement plant on 21 January 2021.
China-based Sinoma Overseas Development is supplying EPC services for the installation, which the
producer said will contribute to its aims of reducing
power consumption by 25 - 30%, reducing water
consumption by more than 50% and reducing CO2
emissions. Raysut Cement subsequently received
certification for the export of various of its cements
to the European Union in April 2021.

Other News
The Oman government was considering selling its
54% stake in Oman Cement for an estimated price
of US$100m on 26 April 2021.

Kuwait

Kuwait has three cement
plants with a total of 7Mt/yr
of capacity. Kuwait Cement
Company (KCC) controls
3.8Mt/yr at its Shuaiba cement plant, Kuwait Portland
Cement controls 2.2Mt/yr at
its Shwaikh cement plant and ACICO Cement controls 1Mt/yr at its Safat cement plant. Like KCC’s
Shuaiba plant, it is equipped with the technology to
also produce white cement.

News
In November 2020, ACICO Cement ordered a ball
mill from Spain-based Cemengal for an upcoming
grinding plant.
The Kuwait Ministry of Commerce and Industry banned cement exports on 23 June 2021 and
permitted citizens to import building materials for
personal use. The measures were aimed at ending
price rises after the Covid-19 outbreak suspended
Indian imports. Cement demand was 6Mt in 2020.

Bahrain

Bahrain is a single-cement
plant state. Falcon Cement’s
Hafirah cement plant gives it
a capacity of 0.4Mt/yr.
Saudi Arabia-based Saudi
Cement increased its majority stake in local cement
distributor United Cement Company (UCC) to
100% for US$7.5m in August 2021.

Conclusion
Across the GCC, Covid-19’s impacts slowed intensive cement expansion. This has mostly returned to
speed, driven by states’ desire for self-sufficiency.
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GLOBAL CEMENT MAGAZINE: PRICES

These pages give Global Cement Magazine‘s
monthly review of global cement prices
- in US$ for easy comparison. Some price
information is only available to subscribers
to Global Cement Magazine. Subscribe on
Page 64. In this issue subscribers receive
information from: Turkey, India, Egypt,
the UK, Iraq, Cameroon, Serbia, Japan and
the US. Prices are for metric tonnes unless
otherwise stated. US$ conversions from local
currencies are correct at the time of original
publication.

Turkey: Cement prices reached US$53.2/t in
September 2021. Prices tripled year-on-year from
US$16.9/t in September 2020. Hürriyet Daily News
has reported that builders at 60,000 construction
sites took two-week strike action to demand a
minimum 33% lowering in prices to US$33.8/t during the month.

India: The average all-India cement price in September 2021 was US$4.77/bag, consistent with
prices in August 2021. The average price of cement
at first rose everywhere, except in South India, to
US$4.78/bag, but resumed its previous level by
mid-month. Kotak Mahindra Bank reported that
cement prices have historically fallen by 2-3%
quarter-on-quarter during the second quarter
of the financial year, which ends on 30 September, due to seasonal weather effects. The bank
said “The current price trend suggests a similar
sequential weakness.”
Asia Mint News has reported that a rise in energy
costs increased all-Indian petcoke prices by 4%
month-on-month in September 2021 to US$164/t.
Petcoke prices are 30% higher than at the start of
the 2022 financial year on 1 April 2021. Over
the same period, coal prices have
risen by 60%. Analyst JM Financial Institutional Securities
has forecast that cement
production’s full-year
energy costs will rise
by US$2.51/t, and
its freight costs by
US$0.48/t, nationally in the 2022
financial year. In
the 2021 financial
year, fuel and energy
costs accounted for
25-30% of the sector’s
operating costs.

EU ETS: The price of a permit to emit a tonne
of CO2 under the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme (ETS) exceeded Euro60/t for
the first time on 30 August 2021
when it reached Euro60.76/t,
and prices only briefly returned
to below Euro60/t between 14
and 17 September 2021, during
which period their lowest level
was Euro59.31/t on 16 September 2021.
As at 4 October 2021, a permit
cost Euro63.4/t. This represents a
1.5% week-on-week fall compared
to Euro64.37/t on 27 September 2021,
a 3.4% month-on-month rise compared to
Euro61.32/t on 3 September 2021 and a morethan-doubling (139% rise) year-on-year compared
to Euro26.51/t on 1 October 2021.

Egypt: Ordinary Portland Cement prices as at 4
October 2021: Arabian Cement Co (Al Mosalah) =
US$65.60/t; Arabian Cement (Al Nasr) = US$63.06/t;
Minya Portland Cement (Minya) = US$61.66/t; Wadi
El Nile Cement (Al Masry) = US$60.66/t; Wadi El Nile
Cement (Wadi El Nile) = US$60.51/t; Lafarge (Al
Makhsous) = US$60.66/t; Sinai Cement (Sinai 42.5)
= US$61.14/t; Suez Cement (Al Suez) = US$61.94/t;
Helwan Cement = US$62.40/t; El Sewedy Cement
= US$64.19/t; Misr Cement Qena (Al Masalah) =
US$58.60/t; Al Watania Company for Cement in
Beni Suef (Askary Beni Suef ) = US$58.47/t; Al Watania Company for Cement in Beni Suef (Askary Beni
Suef ) = US$59.74/t.
White cement prices as at 4 October 2021: Sinai
White Cement (Alabid Elnada) = US$159.25/t; Sinai
White Cement (Super Sinai) = US$156.23/t; El Menya
Cement (Super Royal) = US$151.79/t; El Menya
Cement (Royal Elada) = US$154.33/t; Menya Helwan Cement (Alwaha Alabiad) = US$154.40/t.
Blended cement prices as at 4 October 2021:
Cemex (A.one) = US$47.94t; Helwan Cement (Al
Waha) = US$49.02/t; El Sewedy Cement (Sewedy
Tashtibat) = US$50.93/t.

Do you have your finger on the cement
price pulse where you are?
If so, Global Cement Magazine needs you!
Contact: Peter Edwards
peter.edwards@propubs.com
Regular contributors receive a free
subscription to Global Cement Magazine!
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GLOBAL CEMENT: THE LAST WORD

Cement is dead... Long live... ’Binderment’?
Robert McCaffrey Editorial Director, Global Cement Magazine (rob@propubs.com)

M

any of us enjoy a burger from time to time. You
may even enjoy a ‘beefburger,’ and when thinking of a sausage, no doubt meat will be involved. So
a recent legal tussle over what the vegetarian versions
of these products should or could be called is of some
culinary interest to us all. It also affects the cement
industry, as we shall come to see.
The legal fight was between the European Vegetarian Union (EVU) and the French State, which had
proposed a law which said that “terms like ‘sausage,’
‘steak’ and ‘burger’ can only refer to meat products.”
The EVU claimed that such a law would mean that
“vegetarian meat-replacement products produced
elsewhere in the EU can no longer be sold in France,
violating the principle of a single open market.” On
the other side of the argument, supporters of the law
said that it would, in fact, protect consumers who may
confuse veggie and meat-based ‘burgers.’
However, European politicians eventually sided
with the vegetarians, decreeing in October 2020 that
“plant-based products that do not contain meat can
continue to be labelled ‘sausages’ or ‘burgers,’ and that
so-called veggie burgers, soy steaks and vegan sausages
can continue to be sold as such in restaurants and
shops across the European Union. The decision goes
against the run-of-play for the vegetarians: terms like
‘almond milk’ and ‘soy yoghurt’ were banned in Europe in 2017, after the bloc’s top court ruled that purely
plant-based products cannot be marketed using terms
such as milk, butter or cheese, which are reserved for
dairy animal products.” For example, ‘soya milk’ must
now be labelled as ‘soya drink.’3
The sausage victory is a happy one for the vegetarians, since they may otherwise have been obliged to
call their products the less-than-appetising-sounding
‘veggie disks,’ ‘Quorn-based veggie tubes,’ ‘soya slices’
and ‘vegan-protein seitan slabs.’ Yuck!
But what, I hear you ask, has this got to do with the
‘cement’ industry? Well, potentially a lot, depending
on what you mean by ‘cement.’
At this point it is critical to distinguish between
the verb ‘to cement,’ and the noun ‘cement’ meaning a substance which is used as a binder, such as for
mortars and concretes (but also for other uses such as
‘dental cement’). I can’t argue with the use of cement
as a verb, since its use is ubiquitous, like ‘hoovering’
for using a vacuum cleaner. Giving flowers will cement your relationship, after all. It’s the use of the word

‘cement’ to describe the product (I’ve made the first
letter of cement bold in this column, to make it clear
that I’m talking about cement - the product).
On one hand, new cement-like binders may be
marketed as ‘cement,’ whereas they are not quite ‘the
real thing.’ It is arguable that ‘cement’ actually refers to
the cement industry’s product starting from the 1700s
and 1800s, which is to say Ordinary Portland Cement
(OPC). Cement among the public is, again arguably,
a shorthand for OPC. When the public thinks of ‘cement,’ it is probably not thinking of any new-fangled
binder which either contains very little Portland
clinker, or none at all. Would the traditional cement
industry have a case against the newcomers, in trying
to defend the traditional usage of the word ‘cement’ just as the dairy industry was successful in defending
the terms ‘milk’ and ‘yoghurt’?
On the other hand, the industry might eventually
come to believe that the ‘cement’ name is one that is
eternally tarnished due to its CO-intensity, and that
the products of the industry need a fundamental rebrand. The (iron and steel) slag industry is a parallel
case in point, since ‘slag’ is an offensive term (for a
person with loose sexual morals) in a number of countries. ‘Slag’ could really do with a better name. At the
Global Slag Conference, we have brainstormed new
words for slag, but none has yet gained traction.
Perhaps the cement industry could try and find a
non-trademarked, generic term for non-OPC-based
cementitious binder products, which could be promoted as a new low/no-CO alternative to old-style
‘cement.’ ‘Binderment’ is my favourite for today.
A third way exists, which really reflects the status
quo, the current situation. Everyone has the right to
call their binder ‘cement,’ whether it be ‘full-fat’ OPC,
a blended cement, LC3 cement, a geopolymer, a slagcement, an enzyme-based bio-cement, or something
even more esoteric yet-to-be-invented. In this case,
cement would turn out to be the equivalent of ‘steak,’
‘burger’ or ‘sausage’ - or hoover - a concept that has become so universally used that it is impossible to defend
or own by legal means. Honestly, I’m surprised that it
hasn’t already been tested in the courts!
1 https://www.brusselstimes.com/news/eu-affairs/120785/vegetarians-fight-newlaw-that-burger-can-only-refer-to-meat/
2

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/oct/23/european-farmers-lose-

attempt-to-ban-terms-such-veggie-burger
3 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-48676145
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ESP

Gas sampling for process monitoring
and control (O2, CO, NOx, SO2).

CEMTEC ® kiln inlet chamber

Stack

O2 reference measurement for
CEMS according to European
standards.

OXITEC ® at the stack

O2 /COe values before dust filter for false
air monitoring and to protect the ESP.

COMTEC ® before filter

Process mo nitoring and SNCR
control (O2, CO, NOx, SO2).

CEMTEC ® behind calciner

@ENOTEC

Fast and reliable safety O2 /COe monitoring in ATEX zone 20.
Identify smouldering fires, minimize the risk of explosions.

SILOTEC ® in the fuel silo:

Rotary kiln

O2 /COe monitoring of inert operation to prevent a
spontaneous combustion / explosion of coal dust.

Also available:
COMTEC DustEx in coal grinding plant:

Process monitoring and control by measuring
the O2 and COe values.

COMTEC ® after cyclone

ENOTEC GmbH I www.enotec.com l info@enotec.com l

Cyclone

Reduce NOx to its limits. Improve product quality. Less energy input.

Coal dust
silo

Real time flue gas analysis in the cement plant
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